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uHjankagumtg.
In another week dear Alma Mater will
snake throws off in

seem

like the skin the enameled

spring time. Empty, echoing rooms and corridors will miss
the lonely walks will call to us, while the naked refectory will promise un¬
heard-of wondrous things to eat if only we’ll return.
But lucky We, will be
home by then, home for Thanksgiving dinner!
Unconsciously as we say the
words, our minds revert to an old-fashioned kitchen, to bowls of ruinously rich
mince meat, dozens of pumpkins, flocks of perfectly browned roast turkey, moun¬
tains of dressing, rivers of gravy, with acres on acres of jelly, pickles and cran¬
us;

berry

sauce.
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Quite enough you'll say, and justly too, to make the name Thanksgiving Day
appear appropriate; and yet we know that dinner is but incidental.
We are
not joyful because we feast, but feast to celebrate our happiness.
The year has
been chequered or dark perhaps with illness and reverses, but rays of sunshine
pentrate the densest forests.
Some of us are happy in ourselves; now, satisfied
that we have met misfortune, however presented, as Christian men should meet
it, with a calm resignation; and again, that in the year our minds have noticeably
advanced along Maturity’s ever-widening road; some of us are happy in our
friends, old friends bound closer still, or new ones lately gained; some of
us in our families—and this the dearest earthly happiness of all.
For, though
perhaps this year or next, or twelve months after that, a space appears at the
table which had before been filled by part of our affection’s soul, the empty chair
becomes, thereby, the throne of a love more constant and unselfish than would in
life be possible.
Remembering happier things is not the “thorned crown” of
sorrow, but it’s balm and consolation.
Thanksgiving then, may be only for
sweet memories, but can we not, for them alone, say, “God is good?”

.ilantru §>dum Draft Gherman.
"2Iljr hrii nf braty bring#

rurnt

Men, like diamonds, be they

Ijnntatt bring to Iff#

purr

itthuffhualtfij.”

demand a setting which will dis¬
weak lustre are given a foil to
set them off and to a casual observer pass as rare; others, though with the depth
of Juno's eyes, are hung on slender threads and pass unnoticed.
So with the
man who has last plunged the nation into mourning.
James Schoolcraft Sher¬
man was a great man before he entered that political
mortuary chamber, the
Vice-Presidency. After that we knew of his existence from the social column
play their brilliancy.

Some pale

ever so great,

gems

of

poor,

which noted from time to time that “Vice-President

and

Mrs.

Sherman

were

present” and from his frequent visits to our campus. Baseball had in him
Georgetown grandstands a familiar and well-loved
figure. We welcomed him not so much for his near exalted position as for his
latent greatness and smiling “sunny” personality. The world is always poorer
when so rare a thing as a man is lost; and so, though the government may go
on undisturbed, tbe world at large does well to mourn our late Vice-President.
also

an

ardent devotee, and the
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At Sattimm.
shall not

srr

ntr

Must}.

Nnr rljauyr my rmtnlntaurr far tl|is arrest;
A Ijrart mtsynllrh ta not easily haimteh.”

Discrimination,

friend, is an ugly monster. He sits enthroned on a
mountain-top, the mountain of ill-used authority, and feasts upon the uncertainty of
the humans who struggle in the plain beneath him. When they pay him court and
kiss his jeweled slipper, or hold within their tight-clenched fists the promise
of some future good, he is their friend; but when they have been born with that
priceless gift of noble blood, an upright soul, with necks that bend in reverence
of that alone which is truly just and good, he watches for his chance to lay them
low! A chance he has against every man, and choosing with care his victim,
murmurs, “It is Justice.’’
Justice perhaps, but why was Calvary if sharp-toothed
Justice must stalk the world unmated?
my
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“^uaptrimt Alrnaga Ijamtta thr Guiltjt Mini)”
Ifnur tnndj nf

anrrnut

Urn in

a awrrt amuj

Mt)?n aabnraa ia tljr krtmntr nf iljr minb,
Anb

uiljrn fnnl brrba

arr

in tljr l?rart rnntutrb

Ijntu xjtjnat-Ukr bn tijr mnnnbrama atral alnng.
umnba

rn^rnbrrrb bij

Qian irrrnr in

a

bnanmrb

uirmtg

tljr safrat fnrrat finb,

Hrijarbimj rad) faint uitjiap’rinrj nf thr tuinb
Aa tljr aj.tj.tmad) nf anntr nnrartbhj tbrnmj.
aluta rnntarbirr ia bnt tin' nntntarb

(Hl)at rnnarirnrr bntl)

a

a limit

rrattraa arrrrt fjnlJt,

tE’rr

frujbtntrb Iraat ita tmtanrr hr rnmtlrb;

Hitt

iul)rn ttjr lirart niitlj langlitrr bntlj nVrflmn
rnnnfnanri'

bntl)

an

inrnnat arlf nnfnlb

(§f nnblr brrba tljat nrrb nnt Ur nmrralrb.
Hnitia Haumrr. ’14,
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flmiital anil tin' Wizard
Set. Jay. Are:., Med., T5.

CERTAIN ROMEO
remarked

that

once

there

is

but that didn’t prevent her from using
her brains when the occasion required.

nothing in a name, but
this poetical observation
was
far from being ap¬
preciated by Percival Claude Algernon
Montmorency, as he wandered aim¬
lessly along the street one evening.

Not that she

He had often asserted himself that the

owl

only time he

ever

faction

such

Musing on these circumstances, our
carelessly sauntered along, hands
thrust in pockets, for the air was cold
with the first tinge of frost. He stopped
at the corner to wait for the approach
of a car whose headlights showed far
in the distance.
Unconsciously he noted
that two men were standing not far
away, and some of their conversation

from

derived
a

any

satis¬

cognomen

was

when his father

permitted him to sign
it to those anxiously desired checks
that seldom arrive when needed, which
in his case was usually after a night at
the American college game, with an
ante whose initials are generally, I. O.
U.

his friends called him, was
college on a short vacation
to witness the triumphal election of his
father as next Mayor of the town. But
Percy,

as

home from

his

woes were

numerous

and of untold

jubilation that
the paternal
member of his household.
The night
before leaving college, he joined a final

depths, despite any
might soon descend

session

of

the

on

crowd

that

burns

the

midnight oil in studying the vagaries
of the goddess of chance, with the re¬
sult that morning found him with only
a

brown taste and

a

railroad ticket

as

tangible assets. Added to that, the
lady who possessed his heart and fancy
had read

ception
She
way

was

to him

on

the riot act

as

a

re¬

his first home-coming call.

all that could be desired in the

of dainty feminine qualifications,

she

was

intimated

harsh to

that

unless

Percy, but
he

settled

down and refrained from certain notor¬
ious
the
tle

escapades, he would

one
on

who stumbled

their front

over

cease to

be

the milk bot¬

porch in catching the

car.

hero

reached
rather

his
tall

ears.

and

One of them

thin,

was

finely though
flashily dressed, while his companion
with the characteristic stoop of a thug,
was neatly attired, but less noticeably
than his peacock companion.
“I tell
you ‘Midget,’ the tall one was saying,
it’s a cinch, and all you have to do is to
cut out the fiery stuff so your hand
will be steady. Just be on the job with
the kit at the right time.
We may
make a killing and there’s a nice bunch
of swag for the evening’s work.
We
can
scoot before any squeal is raised,
and there’s no one to tip off the stunt.”
“Alright,” the other answered some¬
what reluctantly, “I guess your orders
have to go, but it’s a shame to knife
the innocent.
Half-past nine it is then
at 745 Madison
(or was it Masson)
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the mid¬
night freight.” They separated, and
the tall man took the car, with Percy
avenue,

his heels.

at

Hot

on

the scent, for the

on
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had settled in this home far from his

The

native land.

verified,

rumors

he made only

were

never

few friends
the neighbors, and had never
as

a

words overheard had aroused him into

among
been known to talk with them about

realizing that something was wrong,
Percy trailed his man until either by

his past life.
must be the

intention

one

venient

was

wall he

of

chance

or

somewhat in doubt
should
the

he lost him in

down-town

the

take.

had

men

whose

In

name

of another in

to the

as

tiheir

course

he

conversation,

mentioned

was

He

hotels.

an

avenue

similar to that

very

different part of town,
and he had been unable to catch for a
a

certainty just which one it was. To
give up the trail and remain inactive
was not to Percy’s liking, so he started
out to cover both points on the chance
of striking the right one before it was
too late.
A flip of coin, and he tried
Madison

first.

avenue

strolled

Pie

slowly along, and in front of the house
referred to he stopped to light a cigar¬
The wind offered him

ette.
to

an

excuse

step closer to the doorway as he lit
second

match, but the resulting flare
only to impress him with the
feeling that the house had lain long
a

served

devoid of either

Evidently, this
he took

vous,

so

same

number

he

found

dwellers
was
a

or

not

car

up

on

Masson

be

rather

caretaker.

the rendez¬
town to the

avenue.

This

pretentious
residence, set in grounds surrounded
by a high stone wall. A brass plate
on the massive gateposts bore the name
of Ivan Smolianinoff.
Percy recalled
reports concerning the man that he
was

to

a

to

recluse who had devoted his life

science,

Russia

a

by

and,
some

being driven from
political intrigue, he

thence

Percy decided that this
place, and finding a con¬
tree branch overhanging the
drew himself up and dropped

to

the lawn

inside.

His first

to examine the rear and sides
of the house, at the same time keep¬

duty

was

for intruders other
was quiet and
still.
Returning to the front again, he
settled behind some shrubbery and
prepared to keep close watch on the
dim light that filtered from the cur¬
ing

than

an

ear

open

himself.

tained

window

But all

of

what

he

supposed
library. Minutes rolled by,
and finally, the light went out, but the
watcher kept silent vigil amidst the
shrubbery. The midnight hour, strik¬
ing from the town clock, aroused him
to change his cramped position.
Was
it merely his imagination, or did he
really see flashes and flickerings of
light behind the window shade. Grad¬
ually there came to his nostrils the
odor of burning wood, and he ad¬
vanced towards the porch. In amaze¬
ment, he beheld the front door wide
open and smoke seemed to be pouring
forth.
His cry of alarm broke the still¬
ness as he bounded up the steps and
entered.
Long curling tongues of fire
were licking across the
ceiling of the
room on the right.
Still shouting for
assistance, he reached the second floor,
and with a chair began breaking the
floor to get at the flames. While thus
engaged, he heard several people enwas

the
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tering the front door, followed by loud
and excited voices, and finally, one that
seemed to be in command, though the
words

were

indistinct.

The floor gave

easily to his attack, the boards
apparently having been loosened be¬
forehand.
With a pitcher of water
way

from

a

stand, he drenched the blaze

and hastened
In

the

out

in

search

of

more.

darkness, he collided with

a

burly figure that grasped him none too
gently, and a voice that betrayed its
ancestry, said: “Got you my buck in
your get-a-way.
Consider yourself
under arrest and go easy with you now,
or
I’ll be after tapping you with a
stick.”
He flashed a pocket-lamp on
his prisoner and gasped, “By the ghost
of my old gray goat, but what are you
doing here, Percy?” 'Thankful to be
recognized by a friend on the force,
Percy hastily explained the circum¬
stances, and they turned their atten¬
tion to putting out what was left of
the fire. When they reached the library
below, Percy was horrified to behold
by the glare of the lanterns, the body
of Smolianinofif resting on a couch in
the corner, his chest transfixed by a
The
long knife of peculiar design.
curious neighbors had been excluded
from the house, and the room was
occupied by several excited policemen,
a doctor and a detective, the latter a
tall austere looking man whose quick
penetrating glances seemed to be
taking in all details. The doctor had
just finished his examination as Percy
and officer

O’Rourke

entered.

They

explained their presence on the scene,
and Percy was closely questioned in
regard to his story by the plain clothes

JOURNAL

detective

who

was

known

at

head¬

quarters as the “Wizard,” a tribute to
his uncanny powers of deduction.
next turned his attention to the
on

He
body

the couch and drew out the knife,

carefully measuring on the blade the
distance it had passed through the
chest of the dead man.
It occupied
him but a moment, and he brought
forth a magnifying glass to examine
some articles on the table, scrutinizing
them closely, and carefully noting their
relative positions.
They consisted of
a
pipe, an ash tray with two cigar
stumps, and a deck of cards.
Some
scratches on the table top came in for
a
close scrutiny, and from there he
went to the adjoining dining room.
It was rather elegantly furnished for a
bachelor’s home, the table being a mas¬
sive piece of furniture, around which
were four large chairs.
The “Wizard”
knelt beside each one and again the
magnifying glass was brought into play
to examine the carpet.
Evidently his
search revealed what he expected, for
his countenance expressed satisfaction
as

he took

a

salt cellar from the buffet

and

carefully emptied it. Holding the
empty receptacle to the light, he smiled
slightly as he observed to the sergeant,
“That’s

about

all

the

data

necessary

for me, I

think.

the

that would be of aid to

There’s nothing more
to be done here beyond the usual re¬
port of death caused by unknown par¬
ties.” The sergeant, in tone of one ad¬
dressing a superior, asked, “Undoubt¬
edly, sir, you have formed a theory in
case

us

in

apprehending the murderer. Possibly
you can infer some description of him
that would set us on the right track.”
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“Well,” began the ‘Wizard’ patroniz¬
ingly, “I’d advise you to look for a man
who is powerfully built, and who pos¬
the strength necessary to drive
sesses
that knife through a person’s body.
Probably he’s a Russian, for that type
of weapon is commonly carried in that
country as a protection against wolves.
He ate supper
crumbs on the

I noticed by the
dining room floor, and
only he and the master of the house
were present.
He is apt to be a forget¬
ful man at times, since he left his pipe
here.

here

as

His fondness for that article is

JOURNAL

remained, but with slight hopes that
his efforts

might prove successful. The
knife had been left on the desk and he
examined it

closely, for its handle was
peculiar design. Fitted with a guard,
it was possible to grasp it in one way
only if a thrust was intended, and he
noted that it was practically out of the
question to make a downward stroke
with any force or degree of accuracy.
“Michael,” he asked of the blue-coated
Irishman, “do you recall which edge of
of

this blade

turned toward the wall?”

was

shown

“Unless I’m mistaken, ’twas that one”
the latter answered, indicating the one

the

he meant.

by the care it has received, and
deep indentations made by the
teeth on the stem. I might remark that
his pipe is usually held in the right
side of his mouth, for the marks of the
lateral

incisor

plainly evident

and

on

canine

teeth

are

the right side and

top surface of the mouth piece.
He
has become an habitual poker player,
I

noted

in

his

grasping of a salt
cellar, the finger tips downwards as
with a stack of chips.
Wears a large
diamond on the third finger of his right
hand, as you may guess from the
as

scratches

Those

there

beside

the

ash

tray.

points, will, I think, give you a
general idea of your man.”
“In the
meanwhile, gentlemen,” he continued,
as he bowed to the wondering assem¬
bly, “I must be getting home if I would
obtain any sleep before morning breaks.
Goodnight all,” he added, and the mod¬
ern Sherlock made his departure.
The sergeant had the body removed
the morgue and, leaving officer
to
O’Rourke in charge of the house, the
others
returned to their
respective
duties.
Percy, thinking to stumble on
some clue unnoticed by the “Wizard,”

“I

thought so too,” began
Percy thoughtfully, as he picked at a
bit of frayed thread attached to the
handle. “Come upstairs a minute, and
I’ll show you something, if my idea is
right.” The wondering officer followed
him obediently, and together they knelt
on each
side of the opening that had
been made in the floor.
By the light
of a lamp, Percy peered down among
the charred embers, and after feeling
about for a time, drew up the end of a
wire that had been slightly melted by
the fire.
Pulling on it further, he sud¬
denly cried exultantly: “See that insu¬
lation ! It was cut away before the fire
started, and cut clean too, for this
smooth edge wasn’t even scorched!”
Knocking out some of the plaster from
the ceiling below, he let the knife drop
through point first, and they perceived
that it struck the couch and sank down
to

the

hilt.

“

Do you get the idea,
“Here’s where I’ve

Mike?” he cried.
made
to

good, and just because I happened
a piece of singed thread that

notice

the ‘Wizard’ overlooked.”
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Daylight
town,

was

spreading

and the newsboys

the

over

were

already

announcing the murder mystery as
Percy started homewards.
A cold
shower

and

breakfast,

restored

him

ment
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had

been

made, he reluctantly
It was short,

delivered the document.
and told
once

merely how SmolianinofF had

been treasurer of

a

band of Nihil¬

ists in Volnarka; how he learned of a

temporarily for the loss of the night’s
sleep. On his arrival at police head¬
quarters, the chief listened, amusedly
at first, as Percy expanded his theory,

betrayal by

and then, as detail fitted detail so accu¬

last to

rately, he looked in growing wonder at
the boy. They were interrupted by a
knock at the door, and an officer en¬
tered with a protesting prisoner, an ex¬
citable, middle-aged German by the
name of Herman Schwartz.
Saluting,
the officer reported that his prisoner
fitted the “Wizard’s” description, was
a neighbor of the murdered man and

end it all.

admitted that he

that the “Wizard” had been mistaken,
he nevertheless congratulated Percy

the

him

was

there for dinner

night before, so he had brought
to headquarters for investigation.

The terrified and somewhat angry Teu¬
ton called on heaven to witness his

innocence, and it

was some

he could be made to
account of

his actions.

give

time before
a

coherent

He settled down

finally, and under the chief’s question¬
ing they learned that he had been pres¬
ent at

the

scene

of the

murder in

the

early evening hours, and after the meal
he played poker with his host until he
returned to his family about eight
o’clock.
Ransacking his memory for
any other matters that might shed
light on the case, he suddenly recalled
that the Russian had given him a letter
with instructions not to read it before

twenty-four hours had passed, and
only then in case it had not been asked
for by the giver.
He was very much
averse to turning it over to the police
until the specified time had elapsed,
but after a few threats of dire punish¬

one

of them, and had taken

the money to escape to America.
had followed him from place to
and made his life miserable.

They
place,

Driven at

desperation, he determined to
The

rest

was

almost

ex¬

actly according to Percy’s theory of a
knife tied by a thread to an electric
wire.

The current had been centered

at this

one

point automatically, and the
hot with the result that the
string burned and dropped the pendant

wire grew
knife

on

the

man

While the chief

beneath.
was

loathe to believe

heartily on his quick work. The
evening papers blazoned forth his name
in all its many syllables, and the coun¬
tenance of the future Mayor beamed
so
with pride that it must have re¬
laxed his purse strings, for a certain
young man’s exchequer soon forgot the
feeling of financial stringency.
At midnight of that same eventful
date “Midget” King and a tall flashily
dressed companion were among those
who took the train going west.
Sev¬
eral college boys, like Percy, home for
the fall elections, curtailed their holi¬
days owing to lack of funds, the where¬
most

abouts

of

which

the

two

aforemen¬

tioned

gentlemen could have given an
account.
At their apparently closed
gambling house, a number of young
bloods had gathered to “buck the tiger”
with the result that there had been, as

planned,
avenue.

a

“killing” at 745

Madison
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Udjaukagitmtg—Mini Keep 311 ?
Donald V.

Chisholm, T4.

Cp<Z(r^i HE great American holiday

If}

HP

V>J) Jl

thanksgiving is peculas are all things which

iar,

HQ

its

share
It

Puritan

origin.

originated to be
the one bright day in a year of dark¬
ness, and even then it was clouded by
was

remembrance

the

other

days not

celebrated
thusiasm

so

with
of

the

and

anticipation of
bright. It was never
'the

full-hearted

en¬

Italian

Carnival, for
rather parsimon¬
ious. Today, Thanksgiving Day seems
to have forgotten its purpose.
Beyond
a
Presidential proclamation, there is
little rendering of thanks.
True, there
is a certain ceremony, consisting chiefly
of eating roast turkey with cranberry
sauce, which must be gone through in
every home, prison, and orphanage;
but the chief occupation of the day is
in realty, to settle foot-ball champion¬
ships and study the comic opera.
Experience has taught us that a re¬
ligious holiday of purely civil institu¬
its

spirit always

tion

The

is

doomed

was

to

inevitable

failure.

certainly be more in accord
spirit of Christianity to give
thanks to God upon all days “from the
rising of the sun to the going down of
the same” without forgetting at the
same time to appease the divine wrath
for the transgressions of men. This is
the plan of the Holy Church. Set not
a day apart from labor for either pur¬
pose by civil enactment alone, for it
must finally become a mockery and a
byword when it is, as it must be, turned
from its hallowed purpose to the pur¬
suits of levity and desecration.
Still

there

is

a

certain

excuse

for

maintaining this ancient custom. It
surely is a noble thing for a nation to
proclaim publicly its gratitude for
favors from on high.
If we pass over
the hollowness of this

declaration, the
proclamation is an expres¬
sion of a decent spirit of gratitude.
And this is well worth having when the
President’s

Industrial Workers of the World take
their

as

slogan, “No God,

It would

seem

no

that it should be

boss.”
a

bul¬

wark of

unhappy Puritans once de¬
hold a public fast every year.

same

cided to

This

pious custom survived in New
England until the early nineties, when
it died by act of the legislature.
The
only possible reason for the further
longevity of Thanksgiving, seems to be
that humanity is more willing to order
a

It would

with the

feast than to observe

a

fast.

religion and patriotism. But
is not rightly expressed
by hearty eating alone, nor Christian
thankfulness, by modern Cerealia.
love of country

It may seem

unpatriotic to turn from
our fathers.
It may
seem unwise and ungrateful to abolish
Thanksgiving as a public holiday. But
why should we maintain a custom that
no longer fulfils its purpose?
the

ways

of
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McQuiuubn, T3.

glouring orb of molten fire
Has burnt its way

Where
Are

closing

But,

on

their mighty guest.

they close, its magic rays
flushed the sky zvith ruddy gold—

ere

Have
As

deep in the west,

flood gates of the crimson tide

if by fairies' brush ’tzms touched—

For zvond'ring mortals to behold.
Alike the clouds all

feel the spell,
form strange shapes and figures rare,
Grim monsters dread, huge castles, too,

And

Fantastic creatures of the

air.

The figures change, the colors blend
To

one

exquisite tint o’er all;

Then, slozvly soft’ning, dimmer
Till

grow,

night spreads earth with darksome pall.
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By Reverend Mark McNeae, S. ]., A. B., ’93.
Professor of Rhetoric, Georgetown College.
Dahlgren Chapel, October 13, 1912.
“And the Lord said to

of

politics where one who fought
long in that arena said that the ten com¬

her, Martha,
Martha, thou art careful and art troubled
about many things.
One thing is neces¬

arena

sary.”

rises from

St. Luke, c. 10, v. 41.
Above the din of that modern indus¬

try which so much occupies our beloved
and solicitous Mother Country, above the
hum of all her

myriad spindles, above the

sound of hammers and the

roar

of traffic

mandments

were

an

iridescent dream. It

streets, boasted white but
It rises from those glittering
altars of the stage wdiere too often is
offered up that which is fairest and
purest to what is foulest and vilest. It is
a
cry loud enough to tear heaven’s con¬
cave, sad enough to bring tears to the
eyes of Christ; piercing enough to move
our

not pure.

wise to harken to it and for awhile with¬

slow hearts.
It is the cry for
justice and fair dealing between man
and man, for justice and pure dealing

draw

between

weaving its web of steel across the land,
rises this warning voice.
And you are
yourselves from the noisier activi¬

ties of the

busy world into this peaceful
place, not to neglect the great interests
of the great world, but to take a more
intense interest in the greatest work of
the world.

For Catholic College Education is the

greatest social work in the United States

today,

because it is answering the
need of our times and it is
answering that need better than any other
supreme

agency at work today.
What is the supreme

need of our time ?
speculative question. It is
a cry that
rises from our marts of com¬
merce, where honesty is too often the
admired exception instead of the ordi¬
narily accepted rule. It rises from the
This is

not

a

even

our

man

and

woman.

This is the

social

question put in the language of the
people and it cannot be answered by the
clatter and rattle of machinery or the
economic enginery of production. If it
could, long ago would it have been
answered.
and the

If economics and the

means

machinery of production could
answer our social question, there would
be no social question.
If that question
could be so answered, long ago would
those smoky towers that mark the sky¬
lines of our cities, those lofty citadels of
commerce that rear their heads blazing
with a thousand lightnings would have
answered it. But they cannot. We need
something in the way of a factory or an
enterprise that can do more than stain

GEORGETOWN
or

scrape

the sky.

We need something

loftier and nobler than that to
such

question.

a

Nor

can we

answer

in the sacred halls

ment.

For

tion,

then

of

if perfection of

chinery could

COLLEGE

answer

we,

whose

intellectual

efforts

answer

seek

an

Govern¬

such

the social

ma¬

ques¬

is
acknowledged by all men to be the most
perfect product struck off at one time by
the

government

of

man,

would

social

question.
Perfect on
paper, examine its operation and see that
so much admired system of checks and
counter-checks in actual usage.
Walk
through those halls and see the passage
of a piece of legislation ; the careful de¬
liberation, the forethought and criticism,
and finally its interpretation and applica¬
tion by the noblest judicial body in the
world. After you have seen it all, as
you have many a time, come and stand on
the western portico of that great temple
of law and justice and look over the
beautiful city that lies at its feet.
The
thought must come to us:
“What a
magnificent instrument, what a marvelous
piece of machinery !” And yet where are
to be found the engineers to run it?
For
how disastrous the collision, how hideous

have

no

like
in
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an answer

union

with

to the

question which we,
patriotic men, must

all

often think upon.

Like the answer. It
only character
that can answer the social question, and
I need not tell you that at the Catholic
College character is the first thing.
Character is the ground work of the
training, and at the Jesuit College it is
conspicuously so, because it is written in
the very headlines of our constitutions
that we must take care that our pupils
imbibe along with learning, principles
that are worthy of a Christian man •,

is the

answer.

and

therefore

Because it is

boast—we

we

need not

boast—we claim that the Catholic Col¬

lege Education is answering the supreme
need of our time, and we claim and prove
that it is answering this need better than
any

other

agency

working for that

pur¬

pose.

answering it? How is it
forming character? It is answering that
demand, it is forming character, first of
all by the model of character it sets be¬
fore young men—the character of Christ.
That Humanity, considered in itself, is
How is

it

the model of the character that
to

form, and if that character

we

aim

answers

the ruin and combustion when such in¬

the social

struments of progress

Education is answering them, and if that
character of Christ our Lord makes not

in the full career
prosperity leave the rails? A
thought that makes us pause in serious
questioning and search. And as we look
across the city,
following the majestic

of national

avenue

that has resounded to the

ured tread of
and trace

its

meas¬

many peaceful armies,
line until it loses itself

so

the wooded hills we behold rising
above them on the horizon, piercing the
eternal blue, a small grey spire.
We
know what it is.
It is a factory—a fac¬
tory of character and it rises before us
among

needs then

Catholic College

only good citizens of heaven but also
good citizens of earth, better than any
other model can be hoped to do, then
the Catholic Institution is, by proposing
such a model, answering our social needs
better than any other agency at work
upon the task.
What is the character, the human char¬
of Christ our Lord?
Intellectual

acter

power.

The wise and learned of Flis

age came

surging

up

against Him. but
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they

back

went

that

answers

so

stunned

by

His

they dared not “ask Him
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“Unless you receive the kingdom of
heaven as little children, you shall not
all.

any more questions.”
When He called
His Disciples they followed Him because

receive it at all.”

It is the lesson that

impress

pupils from the outset

they knew that He knew where He was
leading them; and the faithful and holy

in imitation of Him Who insisted

women

that followed Him followed Him

because of the

force, the initiative, the

grandeur of His character. And if
was
strong in intellect, what was
will, what was His heart? Take one
gle instance and it covers worlds.
laid

down

in

words

and

He

He
His
sin¬
He

observed

during His life the positive form of the
golden rule: “As you would that men
should do to you, do you also to them in
like manner.” All Christian charity and
benevolence is built upon that one point
of Christ’s human character.

And sym¬

The sick and the dying, the be¬
mourning, the outcast and sinstained always found in Him an unfail¬
ing fount of sympathy. He allowed the
tears of the fallen girl, from whom the
Pharisees drew away the sacred fringes
of their robes, to fall upon His feet. Here
is the model of character that during
the years of our college life is set before
us, fellow students, for I am your fellow

from the outset.

it in

word to the

a

denied Him.
ter

which

we

who afterwards

man

Did the fault of Peter shat¬

Christ’s confidence in him ?
of

fault
trust?

Did the

Judas break down that divine
last

His

words

to

him

were:

“Friend, whereunto art thou come?” He
called rude fishermen from the lakeside
and bade these men, who had never ad¬
teach
fishers

assembly in their lives,

an

the

“I

world:

of men.”

See

wall

make

go
you

what confidence

in their

capacity, if they but correspond
grace!
And with such an open heart, in such
an
open heart, in such a courageous
heart, how can there fail to spring up the
loyalty to Christ our Lord, which means
all things, loyalty to that Leader Who
with His

stands before

all the

world and invites

build up the character that is to

all brave hearts to its universal conquest,

the needs of our times, to solve
social question.
Is it enough to have a great model ?
What traits in ourselves are brought out

loyalty to that Leader who has raised

by this training which

tured and which last

are

to

answer

cur

receive? Wliat
Disciples t>y
The first thing that He
the Master?
appealed to was that they should be
teachable that they should not be selfsatisfied ; that they should not think thaY
they—to use a common phrase—knew it
traits

were

•

we

drawn out of the

it

our

opened their hearts He opened His and
He trusted them beyond all calculation.
He trusted them with His kingdom, gave

dressed

on

on

And what else did

Lord do in the formation of the char¬
of His Disciples? After He had

reft and

Here is the model

we

acters

pathy !

student.

upon our

His standard
of revolt
roots

over

against the standard

and self-will?

of character which

These
are

are

here

the
nur¬

through life.
they last through life? Look out
upon the world and see where the sons of
this and of other Catholic Colleges have
gone. ' In the great cities and small
towns, in every city and in almost every
county you can count the sons of this
Do
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What principles have they
The principles that
Lord taught, the principles

taken with them ?

Christ

our

which make the kind of

man

who

answers

the social

question of this or any other
The first principle is unselfishness.

day.

“If any man

will

come

deny himself.”
of old

Greeks

It

after Me, let him
because the

was

made

self-assertion, in¬
self-denial, the principle of their
character that, after they had reached
stead of

their climax and under Alexander had
reared

a

realm that covered all the East,

they found that it was a splendid empire
of glass that broke into ten thousand
beautiful fragments when it fell from
the dead grasp of him that created it.
Why but because each officer looked only
to the opportunity for self-assertion?
The other principle that Christ teaches
us is that of service:
“If any man will
be master among you let him be as him
that serveth."
Now these are simple
words and yet because the Romans of old
knew not that principle their empire be¬
came a slave mart.
The great men of
the world
Whom did
a

dictator,

served the
new.

are

the servants of the world.
honor

yesterday, a despot,
general? No, a man who
old world by discovering the

we

a

It is service that counts.

And these

of

Georgetown scat¬
tered throughout this Union of ours,
what other principles that they learned
here

men

they putting into practice ? The
principle of spirituality, of idealism, that
“man does not live by bread alone but
by every word that cometh from the
mouth of God.”
Has it any exemplars
in history? It was the failure to recog¬
nize that “man does not live by bread
alone,” that “the life is more than the
meat,” which made Assyria and Babylon
are
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die of

dry rot and it is that materialistic
concept of history which asserts that all
the great things done in history were
nothing but the result of economic
changes—that the human race is after
something to eat and nothing else, that
will drag down our civilization to the
sandy fiats of Socialism.
And by what methods are these sub¬
lime doctrines instilled into the weakness
of

human nature in the wayward
of
years
boyhood? Think not that those
who teach them rely upon their power
of persuasion, nor even upon the exam¬
ple which they try to give of the evangeli¬
cal perfection for which they have left
all things. They call their students daily
to see the great Sacrifice that our Lord
makes of Himself daily on the altar, of¬
fering up His own precious Body and
Blood, an object lesson of self-sacrifice.
Nor are they content until at yonder holy
table He is received, daily received to
rest in each young heart to mold it to His
our

own.

These

which

we

are

have

the

efficient

methods

tried, and, with God’s

blessing, they have proved successful. It
is only right then that we should assert
that
Catholic
College Education is
answering the supreme need of our times,
that it is answering that need better than
any other agency, that it is therefore the
greatest social work in the United States
today.
Rightly, therefore, friends, have you
come together to look upon the formal
installation of a work like that. Rightly
have we invoked upon it the Pentecostal
fire of God the Holy Ghost, and rightly
today do we implore the help of your
prayers, here gathered in the name of
Christ, upon the work which we now
formally begin.
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HANKSGIVING, oh that day of days
That brings to all good cheer,
Why can t it come a dozen times
Instead of once a year?
The

turkey and the dark red sauce
pumpkin pie,

And then the

The fire in the open hearth
The family close by.

The cold wind’s

howling ’round outside,
fear.

Within we’ve nought to

Why can’t it
Instead of

come a
once a

dozen times
year?
—J. A.

Lamorelle, T3
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Edward McT. Donnelly, T4.

gM(NpERTAINLY '‘Tee-wee"
[f

VV

J)

was a

ridiculous

give

child.

a

tismal
mitted

font

name to
At the bap-

he

had

sub¬

reluctantly
(judging by his lusty howls) to the
ponderous nomenclature of Thomas
Watkins Meneely, destined someday,
to undergo the evolution known only
to “select society,” and emerge as T.
Watkins. Just how the rather “nice”
T. Watkins degenerated into Tee-Wee
is not the subject of this narrative, but
as
it may suggest to some unfortu¬
nately nick-named individuals an ex¬
planation of their puzzle, we will give
it briefly.
How many times have we not seen a
hopeful four-year-old beset with such
stupid grown-up queries as: “How old
are you, little
boy” and other deceit¬
ful pretenses of information-seeking?
The guileless innocence of four years
cannot penetrate the fraud that is in
their hearts and strives, with an earn¬
estness painful to witness, to furnish
whatever enlightenment it has power
to bestow.
Undeveloped vocal organs
most

found in the sounds “tee-wee”

a

facile

and

satisfactory substitute for the in¬
tonation which properly expresses the
initials T. W. and the family, that
indefinite, nameless, yet ever-present
factor in child life had seized upon this
evident

perversion of intention as a
sign of “cuteness” and thus
T. Watkins became Tee-Wee beyond
power of recall.
manifest

In

spite of this discouraging begin¬

ning, Tee-Wee Meneely had growfn into
ruddy, vigorous youngster who could
look back upon that immature age with
a
tolerant contempt that lost nothing
in sincerity from its lack of actual ex¬
pression. Upon this bright Thanksgiving
Day, the dignity of seven years, already
losing its novelty by reason of the pas¬
sage of two days, sat lightly upon his
fair
forehead framed in an unruly
a

thatch of tousled brown hair.

Patient¬

ly he sat, crouched outside the door
feasting family from his
view. The little gray-eyed mother had
shrewdly decided that the effect of a
full-grown Thanksgiving dinner upon
a small stomach might
well cause its
owner to feel anything but thankful, so
he had his simple repast alone in the nur¬
sery. There was a purpose in his waiting
however, for had he not been promised
the very biggest apple that could be
found upon the plenteous board of the
which hid the

grown-ups?
Soon his

patience was rewarded, for
slowly open, and his
eager eyes beheld The Apple.
Truly, it
was a marvellous apple, entirely
worthy
of the dignity of capital type.
With
its colors of blended red and gold, and
a sheen and contour most tempting to
the eye, it might indeed have ranked
with that fatal fruit which brought
Eden-lost as its price. Alas, Tee-Wee's
eyes beheld it alone, oblivious for the
the door swung

moment,

of the bearer, the smallest,

plumpest, merriest little mother in the
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with

world
with
turns

glee

that could sparkle
soften with sympathy by
eyes

or

and whose cheeks rivalled the ap¬

ple’s in enticing roundness. She bestowed
impartially an embrace and The Apple
upon the expectant Tee-Wee who re¬
ceived the latter, it must

with far less of the

be confessed,

dignified

composure
that had marked his submission to the

former.
“Your nice clean suit
ber

dear!”

now—remem¬

admonished the

little gray¬

eyed mother, gently guiding her
tranced
“It’s

son
a

en¬

towards the front door.

big apple,” said Tee-Wee with

conviction.
“And

don’t go off the porch, for I
need
may
you,” she continued, kissing
him again.
“It’s
terrible
big,” said Tee-Wee,
throwing reserve to the winds, “an’
red,” he added as an afterthought as
the door closed softly.
He stood for a moment eyeing the
tightly-clutched apple with loving con¬
templation before balancing himself in
his favorite place on the porch rail, but
his

attention

was

distracted

at

this

point.

Though Thanksgiving day holds a
place of reverence in all hearts, not all,
even boys
as small as Tee-Wee may
devote the entire day to rest and the
quiet giving of thanks to the all¬
kind and thoughtful Providence, which
makes possible both the day and the
spirit of Thanksgiving. .Some tasks
there are which must be performed, no
matter what the day or the occasion.
Great trains must thunder along the
narrow tracks from city to city, cross¬
ings must be watched, sick must be

JOURNAL

tended, fires must be kept alight in
humble humble homes, as well as rich,
for the crisp November cold is biting-.
Small hands must search high and low
with

untiring industry for the kind¬
lings to keep alive these lowly fires.
One of these dimunitive gleaners it
was,
who, coming down the street
pushing the inevitable soap box mount¬
ed on the inevitable wobbly wheels,
had caught our young friend’s eye just
as two rows of white teeth in perfect
working order were about to at¬
tack the smooth

surface of

a

marvel¬

lously red and tremendously large
apple. It must have been the unusual
eyes of the urchin that had drawn his
attention, for urchins and their soap
boxes are not an unusual sight, even in
residential

districts.

The

eyes

were

indeed

noteworthy, almost too large
and expressive for the wan little face
of the street arab.
In passing, they
chanced to fall on the prodigy, en¬
gaging the attention of the boy on the
porch, and all unconscious, bespoke
their yearning desire in language of
such silent eloquence that something
was strangely stirred down in his boy¬
ish bosom.
The eyes, suddenly re¬
collecting, were lowered, and their
owner passed on.
Now, Tee-Wee was a very little boy,
but

there

heart that

beat

in his small breast, a
man’s size,

a heart that
the point of
choking. He could stand it no longer.
Dropping off the porch rail, he sped
swiftly down the street, and before he
realized it, the tremendous thing which
was in very truth the “apple of his eye"
was rolling and
thumping about in the
now

was

seemed to rise up to
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dirty soap-box cart.
Then, without
waiting to see the look of glad surprise
on the blue eyes turn to one of shining
gratitude, he turned and fled back up
the street, up the steps, through the
door and ran into the ready arms of
an

astonished mother to smother those

bothersome sobs which would

Naitrnthrr’a

come

up

JOURNAL

in

spite of him, to shame his manly
years.
Lifting up the small face,
now tear-stained, but
guiltless of apple
stains
suddenly she knew and was
seven

silent.
closer

But she held the tousled head

her

heart, for she was
mother, and her understanding was
to

thing complete.
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David L. Waldron,

HE conference

held

at

The|l

Hague in the year 1907 had
marked, up to that time, the
most
advanced
stage
in
the gradual progression of
The present generation
World Peace.

1

is confronted with the

that this advance has

striking evidence
always correspond¬

ed with the advance of civilization.
of this

later

day,

can

readily

see

We,
those

motives which moved the nations to
sort

to

of the

arms

more

ciliation.

re¬

before they even thought
humane alternative of con¬

But

civilization, in its pro¬
cess
of developing the ideas and cus¬
toms of men, has rendered the decline
of war imperative.
Its field of opera¬
tion is at the very root of the triumph
of peace over war, namely, the ascen¬
dency of the rational over the animal in
man.
Its influences have brought the
system of warfare to the height of ab¬

surdity in a most rational age.
In considering the motives which have
contributed

to

the

onward

march

of

brought upon the fact that
they point toward government and that
all allies to this advance, utilizing inter¬
course
as
the opening wedge, have
formed and developed the ever-widening
process of democratization.
Intimate re¬
lationship necessarily presupposes com¬
mon customs and just as necessarily do
the latter presuppose government.
It
is an universally conceded fact that the
common law of every individual nation

peace we are

T3.

from the usages and customs of its
citizens.
So also has international law

arose

become
customs

imperative—from the
of nations.

and

usages

And it is but natural

that law among separate peoples, limited
in population and extent of territory,
should attain the

of

efficiency more
rapidly than that system whose subjects
are to be found among all peoples and
whose
scope
is world-wide.
Inter¬
national law is not as yet complete for
the

that it

reason

race

must

deal with every

different and

with

modes of

state

widely-varying

thought and with manifold

sys¬

of government.
Here arises the question : W
national law ever be complete?

tems

a

hope is

a

chimera.

a

ill inter¬
If such
chimera then world-peace is
Upon the successful opera¬

tion of international law the realization
of international

amity depends as a build¬
its foundations. But
there is no reason that such a system of
government among the nations cannot be
accomplished.
With each succeeding
year it is coming nearer to completion.
The bond of unity between the nations
is gradually being rendered more power¬
ful. and indispensable; the benefits of one
people have become the benefits of an¬
ing depends

other ;

upon

the deficiencies of

one are

being

supplied by the bounties of its neigh¬
bors ; commerce has enlarged until the
storehouses of a single country contain
the products of every land and climate;
financial bonds and joint corporations,
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offsprings of traffic, join together peoples
of both

hemispheres.

of civilization.

It is the outcome

It is the onward march

We

can

were no

of

some

of

the

influential

most

powers.

truthfully say that in noth¬
ing is the advance of the principles of
peace more evident than in the rise of
a
system of international law, crowned
with the system of arbitration as a sub¬
stitute for war. Through these two in¬
stitutions the nations are yearly grasp¬
ing the fact that government and all
equitable rule rest on Truth, Justice,
and Fraternity. And of all the motives
which civilization has employed in ad¬
vancing world-peace, either directly or
indirectly, there is none more practical
or more worthy of development than in¬
ternational law. In the earlier antiquity
there
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represented there and about forty, by
official resolves, gave their approval.
It
has since received the hearty endorse¬
ment

of peace.
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laws,

or next to none, reg¬

ulating the intercourse of nations, except
those extemporized for the occasion. But
the development of international law,
being the ultimate working principle of
peace, has advanced with civilization.
Every protocol, every signed treaty and
every peace assemblage were auxiliaries
contributing to world-wide governmenr.
The idea of arbitration

has

advanced

steadily from the proposed treaty and
confederation of Henry IV to the present
day. But not until the Treaty of Paris
in 185G, according to the distinguished
French statesman, Drouyn de Lhuys, was
“the principle of arbitration given forth
and consecrated.” That is a good word,
consecrated, to express what was done
in that memorable assembly by some of
the choicest minds of Europe. But they
did more than consecrate it. They com¬
mended its adoption by the nations not

Yet, withal, there was something lack¬
There had not been anything tangi¬
ble suggested to stand on and work
from.
Not until the year 1873, when an

ing.

Institute

of International Law

tablished

at

Brussels,

was

es¬

really prac¬
tical plan suggested.
After the first
Hague conference the advisability of en¬
larging upon its endeavors in this direc¬
tion became evident.
Called in 1898 by
was a

Nicholas, Czar of Russia, this conference

finally convened in May, 1899, for the
purpose of “extending the empire of law
and of strengthening the appreciation of
international justice.” It is not my pur¬
pose to deal to any greater extent with
the work of the two Hague conferences
than merely to deduce ideas from their
progress in “extending the empire of
The first conference took the form

law.”

three

of

necessary

actions

conventions

it

and

becomes

here to note, in general, their

and

resolutions.

For in

them

contained the two great fundamental
facts which the evolution of peace reveals
are

to

us,

facts to which all others

are

but

secondary and which should form the
basis of future

plans and work.

In sub¬

follows:
1.
The fact that public opinion was to
be instructed in and enlightened regard¬
ing the material advantages of universal
stance

they

are as

that war would not cease until
public opinion had seen its futility.
peace;

2.

The fact that the drift of the

tions has

ever

been toward

na¬

unity; that
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of international
peace, founded upon international jus¬
tice, through the medium of international
upon it rests the hope

law zvith

an

effective sanction.

The truth of the first deduction is im¬
mediate and

impelling. Before it is pos¬
sible to place the latter in operation its
efficiency must be impressed upon the
minds of the people.
This is so clear
it

that

is

The first

self-evident.

con¬

ference

undoubtedly grasped the situa¬
tion in realizing that it is the practice
rather than the theory of peace that will
strengthen prevalent doubt and deter'
mine the future

course

of events.

Ac¬

cordingly it endeavored to provide
for

the settlement of

putes by
when

Then

itself.

came

into existence what

improperly

termed a permanent
It cannot be denied that the court

court.
was

establishing commissions. And
these disputes were recognized
logical step naturally suggested

once

the next

was

means
international dis¬

somewhat

imperfect and cumber¬

JOURNAL

when the nations cannot long agree on
anything essentially inhuman or immoral;
and that the organization of all governments for the administration of justice
would be incomplete without a system
of international law in which is embodied

practical a sanction as lies within our
to attain.
But there is much to
be done. Judicial, legislative and execu¬
tive branches must be supplied which will
be more clearly defined and more com¬
pactly organized.
The chief objection to international
law, as it exists today, is the lack of an
effective sanction.
It is maintained by
as

power

the critical that it lacks the most

essen¬

tial part

of the strict definition of law,
namely, “that all law shall be enforced
by a superior and obeyed by an infericr.’’
If

we

concede this it must be concluded

that here is where the system

is weak

consequently, where it must be
strengthened. But opinions will differ
at the very outset.
Immediately the dis¬
and,

some

tinction will be drawn that sanctions may
be instituted and enforced in individual

the members thereof and rather

governments but that no nation

in its mechanism, undoubtedly de¬
ficient in its method of compensating

impracti¬
cal in their choice.
Yet it pointed the
way to a better tribunal and formed
foundation for improvement. As its last
work the first conference endeavored to

codify

a system

of international law.

It

must be confessed

again that this work
was not as well developed as time and
labor could render it.
But it taught
nations that they need to be
organized for the administration of in¬
ternational justice as really as do the
states of a republic, or the inhabitants of
a
city or town, and for precisely the
same reasons; that the time had come

civilized

knowledge superiority,

will

ac¬

in all others
they
are enabled to impose a sanction.
It be¬
comes
necessary here to take exception
to the words “acknowledge superiority”
and in the provision of a sanction stu¬
combined, to such

an

even

extent that

diously to avoid it. For there is nothing
so objectionable
or so likely to arouse
opposition in any people as an endeavor
to jeopardize; its independence.
Sov¬
ereignty, independence and equality are
the essential attributes which all powers
will demand.
In its present state inter¬

national law is

nothing

more

than

agree-
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pledges between
and is, of course,
founded upon natural law as the only
system to which these governments are
subject in common. Under such condi¬
tions there is no universally authorized
means of making or enforcing the laws
nor are there any authorized courts
to
deliberate. Until these-are properly es¬

ments, compacts and
different governments

tablished
founded

the

decisions

of

that

court

by The Hague conferences will

lack power of conducing final agreement
on the part of litigating powers.
The
conferences realized
task

that

the combined

imposed by legislative and judicial

duties

should

body in

any

be

not

confined

to

one

well-constituted form of

government and in assuming the two¬
fold work of establishing a permanent
and

codifying international law
they have materially furthered the at¬

court

tainment of two distinct bodies.
As

a

result of the steps on

the 1907 conference

one

the part of

of the

most es¬

sential branches of international law has
been

placed well under

even

in itself alone this

way.
Indeed,
judicial branch
has been a powerful influence for amica¬
ble settlement of disputes as well as for
facilitating the establishment of those
branches which are lacking in the struc¬
ture, namely, the legislative and execu¬
tive departments.
None of the powers
are forced to acknowledge superiority on
account of the

manent

establishment of this per¬

body.

This brings us to the consideration of
the

legislative branch which the third
Hague conference will endeavor to ad¬
vance.
Immediately the all-important
questions arise—what foundations are of¬
fered

on

which

to

build and how should

the
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edifice be constructed?

look about it will be
that there has been

a

If

we

but

clearly discernible
great force at work

in the

inauguration of a legislative body,
promises to develop in time into
the proper medium. It is none other than
the Inter-parliamentary Union.
Com¬
posed of members from parliaments of
the most influential nations, this body is
placed in a position gradually to infuse
confidence into all peoples and to spread
wider its influence with each succeeding
assemblage. Herein lies a great uncom¬
pleted work for the Hague conferences
to aid
in bringing into more perfect
shape. It cannot be done in a month or
a
No institution with the stamp
year.
of permanency has risen in a day.
They
must grow from natural conditions and
time-tested relationships.
In regard to the second query it may
be stated that the method of instituting
such a body is an open question and there
is but one plausible answer.
It is cer
tain that every nation must participate
in making the laws.
They must be for
all people and by all people.
The days
of absolutism are rapidly waning even
among individual governments.
To en¬
deavor to place a dictatorial system of
making laws over all combined govern¬
ments would be the height of folly and
would never be capable of operation.
which

be

In view of this fact, therefore, it must
concluded that the only method of

obtaining the legislative branch is through
an
international congress; a congress in
which all nations are represented, whose
personnel and procedure are agreed upon
by each, and by whose statutes all are
willing to abide. We see that by this
method
the sovereignty or
indepen-
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the powers

is in nowise en¬
dangered. But we hear many say that it
is impossible to institute such a body.
Yet every result of the evolution of peace
points to it as inevitable, as being de¬
manded by financial, social and moral
conditions, and demanded by those self¬
same laws which require
a municipal or
national assemblage.
As the reason for
such an organism there can be nothing
so
strong and convincing as the inter¬
course of nations which demands today,
more
forcefully than ever, the codification of international law by a body that
will command the respect of all peoples.
The very principles of peace demand
law and equity in the intercourse of na¬
tions as well as of individuals and, ipso
facto, those principles place faith in the
uprightness of nations as well as in the
honesty of men. There is logically no
moral or political stopping place short
of an international and representative
legislative body.
The welcome which
this necessity of a law-making power is
receiving shows how profound is the con¬
viction that
and

the

world

must

have

less

that law, and not
It is a
welcome occasioned by the blessings of
a more prolonged peace which some are
beginning to taste, which is urged on by
the common sentiment of humanity and
war

more

peace;

the sword, must be the arbiter.

which is the result of centuries of pro¬
gress.
as

well

A legislative body is practicable
as reasonable; it is necessary and
have the

judicial branch al¬
ready well formed by the two Hague
conferences and the legislative in the
making.
we

But when

tive

power arises we come upon that
which is considered the greatest stumb¬

ling block in the realization of this sys¬
And here is where the mind, fertile
in practical results, asks for the light
to see and the means to propel this
partly-constructed system into operation.
Here is where we must provide that
tem.

which

renders

the

a

consideration of

an execu¬

whole

cohesive

a

power.

There have been many executives sug¬
gested, as in the case of the method of
forming a legislative body, and here also

there is to be found but

one

which is

practical and by which “the acknowledge¬
ment of superiority” is not demanded.
Shall we form an international police sys¬
tem, or any other body, to coerce the
nations into obedience?

Shall

we

insti¬

system which in any way bespeaks
the word “force?” This would be a fata'
tute

a

step and would practically obliterate all
work done in the

acquisition of a sanc¬
jeopardize that which is
most sacred
and indispensable to the
honor, interests and very existence of all
peoples—independence. It would force
the nations to “acknowledge superiority.”
For that independence is so wrapped up
in the very essence of even the most in¬
considerate power that it cannot con¬
descend to coercion or subjection.
The
tion.

It would

essential attributes of international gov¬

diametrically opposed to
What, then, is that executive which
demands no coercion, no subjection?
ernment

are

force.

There is but one!

inevitable.
Thus
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Public

reciprocal consent of
is at

the

same

every

Opinion—that
people which

time effective and

non-

repugnant; that sort of public opinion
which is the result of intellectual
nence

and

promi¬
command, which is the com-
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mind of

enlightened Christian na¬
they increase in general wis¬
dom and are carefully schooled in the
principles of peace; that sort of public
opinion which perceives the fact that a
nation is so far a person that it must be
held as strictly amenable to truth and
justice as any person can be; that sort
of public opinion which perceives the
fact that duplicity and wrong in nations
and international policy can no more es¬
cape retribution than those self-same
qualities in private persons of an indi-

mon

tions

as

dividual government.
As the peoples of civilized

nations

are
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sists in such

state of

anarchy. There¬
principles than that
of violence which operate in the human
mind to prevent it.
These principles are
the natural feelings of the heart, coeval
with the first impressions of right and
wrong, the reverence of law and justice,
the natural sense of religion—the force
of public opinion. Not only is if the only
fore there

true

a

are

other

executive but it is also that form

and touchstone

by which we judge the
of universal peace. As peace
advances, public opinion is ever at her
side and taking proportionate strides
along with her.
Like causes produce
progress

educated by these principles of interna¬
tional government, of peacefully referring
their country’s disputes to law and right

bring to bear

will

executive of international law.

they not, do they not, more and more
appreciate the truth and justice formudated in laws which are the producers
of peace and all real prosperity?
It is
impossible to emphasize too greatly the
importance of public opinion because it
is, in itself alone, the very salvation of
world peace. The fact is obvious that as,
by our own conduct we excite the good
or evil propensities of others, so we must
expect to make ourselves liable to their
effects.
Whatever aid physical power
may contribute to the efficiency of an
executive, there is reason to think that,
after all, it is the ascendency of moral
influence which mainly supports the
fabric and that the great bulwarks ot
civil order rest

on

a

firmer foundation

than any outward visible means of de¬
fense. Upon the principle that the great¬
est amount of

practical
should prevail

most

but there is

no

physical force ought to be
as an executive, violence
to subvert all laws,
human society which sub¬

so as

like

Is it

the

on

influences

more

we

mind, the
truly forceful

common

will be attained

sooner

a

The

effects.

a

possible, then, that

war

under such

system of government, or under any

system,
answer
man

is rendered impossible?
The
negative. When

must be in the

ceases

to be man,

nature becomes

when his two-fold

single and divine in its

very essence, it may be truly answered
in the affirmative.
Does it follow that
such

system, or any system, renders us
absolutely certain that conflicts will be
no more?
Again the answer must be in
the negative.
It cannot render us ab¬
solutely certain because man is not cer¬
tain of the permanency of anything which
is built by mortal hands or contrived by
human intellect.
But it is possible that
it may render us morally certain, mayhap
without exception in the process of time,
yet ever with possible exceptions.
It
a

does follow that resort to
rendered next to

arms

can

be

impossible. Such may
be the power of international law with
the proper sanction.
Experience reveals
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the fact that compacts and
in antagonism to them

policies formed
cannot stand.
This is a truth which ever), decade makes
more conspicuously evident.
Every future
decade is destined to justify more clearly
the demand for an impartial court, in¬
terpreting and explaining laws which are
drawn up by a legally constituted legis¬
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lative power
the force of

and rendered operative by
public opinion. This is the
crowning idea, impelled by a law of pro¬
gress as real in the moral world as
growth in the physical. And the nations
have gone too far in this direction not
to go further.

(Hljm* nf 3Frt?nii0l)i;i.
ROM the cut of my friend
Kind Heaven defend,

My soul forlorn and drear.
All else I

can

hear,

My heart strings to tear,
But leave me my friend’s kind cheer.
—James P. Needham,

T3.
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^iihtnj ICmm'r—A
F. Howard Eldridge, T4.
S WE look through the

list of the exponents of art we can find great
painters, marvellous musicians, masterful prose writers and inspired
poets. Still when we glance back through the vista of time at the
names

of those who

endeavor

are

well

known in their

individual fields of

find but very few of them combining fame in one
with excellence in another. Yet out of the ranks of American poets there

branch
stands
out one man, known to but a few lovers of poetry, who not only earned for
himself the title of poet laureate of the South, but who was also accomplished,
and in fact better known, as a musician.
This is Sidney Lanier, one whose afflic¬
tions were greater than those of the immortal Keats, and whose works, recognized
as they are
by celebrated critics, remain, like him, practically unknown.
From his earliest childhood in Southern Georgia, Lanier displayed a remark¬
able aptitude for music, having mastered at the early age of seven five different
instruments. His father shocked in a pious horror of all that delighted the senses
forbade his playing the violin, so exquisite were the tones he drew from it. Not
the least daunted, however, young Lanier turned his talent to the flute, and in
later years, so beautifully could he play it and so marvellously could be imitate
the throbbing notes of the forbidden violin that as a flutist he was considered
without a peer in ranks of his contemporary musicians.
When he was yet a youth the Civil War broke out and he enlisted as a Con¬
federate volunteer. His adventures during that time of fierce battles, hair-breath
escapes and daring blockade running read like a novel.
Towards the end of the
war, however, his spirited career as a soldier was suddenly ended by capture
followed by imprisonment in a Federal prison.
By some fantasy of fortune
it happened that Father Tabb, now renowned for his poetry, was in the prison
at that time.
All through the long and weary nights of imprisonment these two
kindred geniuses conversed, and it is to Lanier’s influence that Father Tabb
ascribes his turning to verse.
The years after the War were full of calamities and misfortunes, together
with a constant struggle against starvation itself.
He had contracted consump¬
tion while in prison and consequently his whole after life was but a fight against
death itself. He married shortly after the war, and in all his poverty had to sup¬
port a wife and several small children. He claimed, however, that had it not been
for the sympathetic comfort his wife gave him in the midst of all his afflctions
he never could have borne his misfortunes. He appreciated her so much that he
wrote one of his most beautiful lyrics, “My Springs,” to her eyes in which
he compared them to springs from which he drew both solace and inspiration.
we
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“Always when Charity and Hope
In bounden darkness feebly grope
1 gaze in my two springs and see
A light that sets my captives free.
on perverse wing
Flies where I cannot hear him sing

Always when Art

I gaze in my two springs
A charm that brings him

Lanier had that

and

see

back to me."

quality of appreciation which enabled him to reduce
a common basis.
Thus to him all beautiful scenery
was a combination of music and poetry but expressed to the mind by the eye
Or again a beautiful symphony might be expressive of
instead of the ear.
a painting consisting of an array of harmonizing and blending colors.
It was
this peculiarly artistic temperament which gave to him his ability of embodying
in verse not merely rhythm and metre but also music, color, perfume and with
all these a sublime harmony.
all sensible

rare

perceptions to

“But

presently
flute note fell dozen pleasantly
Upon the bosom of that harmony

A velvet

And sailed and sailed
As

incessantly

petal from a wild rose blozvn
Had fluttered dozen upon that pool of tone
And boatzeise dropped o’ the convex side
And floated dozen the glassy tide.
And clarified and glorified
The solemn spaces where the shallows bide.
From the warm concave of that fluted note
Somewhat half song, half odor forth did float
As if a rose might somehow be a throat.”

if

a

In “The Marshes of

Glynn” the keenly artistic nature of Lanier stands
The vast sweep of the shore as it melts away on either
hand into the horizon, the deep solitudes, the constant lapping of the waves
against the shore, all suggested to him a metre, peculiar, but the very music of
which conveys in itself the nature and the scenery of the marsh.
out

prominently again.

“Sinuous southward and sinuous northward the

shimmering band
Of the sand-beach fastens the fringe of the marshes to the folds of the land.

Vanishing, szverving, evermore curving again into sight,
Softly the sand-beach wavers away to a dim gray looping of light.”
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contemplation of the bouundless marshes, the never ending expanses of
sybmolic of the boundless and never-ending mercy of God. And
communion of his soul with nature he learns the rule of living from

seem

from the

the marsh.
“As the marsh-hen

secretly builds on the zvatery sod,
Behold, I unil build me a nest of the greatness of God.
I zvill

In the

By

so

fly in the greatness of God as the marsh-hen flies
freedom that fills all the space tzvixt the marsh and the skies.
many roots as the marsh-grass sends in the sod

I zvill

heartily lay me a hold on the greatness of God;
Oh, like to the greatness of God is the greatness zmthin
The range

Many critics

of the marshes, the liberal marshes of Glynn.”
compare

Lanier’s “Song of the Chatahoochee” with Tennyson’s

“Brook,” claiming that it strikes a higher key and is scarcely less musical. The
river tells of its adventures escaping from the retarding hands of the weeds
and pebbles which seek to delay it on its journey to duty in the plains below.
“All dozvn the Hills

of Habersham,

All

through the valleys of Hall,
The rushes cried 'Abide, Abide.’

The
The

zvilful zvatei~weeds held me thrall
laving laurel turned my tide.

The

ferns and the fondling

grass said 'Stay.’
dezv-berry dipped to zvork delay,
And the little reeds sighed, 'Abide, Abide.”

The

Here in the Hills
Here in the
It is indeed strange

of Habersham,

Valleys of Hall.”

that in spite of all his sufferings that no element of
morbidity or despair crept into his verses. On the contrary every poem is so
cheerful and hopeful in its note that one would be led to believe that it came
rather from a heart which care had never even lightly touched.
The probable
reason for this, outside of Lanier's natural fortitude, was that, like Milton and
Ruskin, he held art as sacred and apart from all personal pleasures or troubles,
in other words, as an ideality which he strove to attain, fearful lest he should
mar it
by any improper touch.
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Francis A. Connolly, T5.

T\jf HEREproperly
is a world
of truthwould
in poetry,
andtomany
of its lightest
construed,
disclose
the mind
wisdom phrases,
less
if

a

no

weighty than that of the philosophers. For the poet is, to a certain
degree, a philosopher, and his phrases are the offspring of a philo¬
sophic mentality. To the poet belongs the duty of setting forth little
truths and maxims of life in unique and forceful phraseology, such as will orna¬
ment their plainness and render them durable.
We need not scan many volumes
to assure us of this fact, for poetry is replete with instances of it.
Remarkable
for its truth and insight is the phrase of Arthur Hugh Clough in his “Qua
Cursum Ventus,”
“Nor dreamt but each the

By each
In it he has

was

portrayed in
pathetic sides.

life's

He has

placed before

a

self-same

seas

cleaving, side by side.”

forceful,

as

well

as a

pleasing phrasing,

one

of

ships bound over the same seas, and intending
but in the breaking of the dawn, what is their sur¬
prise to find the vast tide that separates them. The ships are intended to picture
two friends, that have seemingly plied the same course.
Although their actions

to

follow the

same

would indicate that

us two

course,

they had been cleaving the same waves, that inner quality of
his thought, hidden from his neighbor, as it were, by a veil as dark as deepest
night, has found its channel and drifted off onto uncharted shoals.
Man’s mind with all its flexibility, all its resourcefulness, and its inquisitive¬
ness, ever plunging onwards, is wont to drift in that direction whence comes the
least resistance.
With a vivid memory of the past ever flashing up before it,
with a constant foreboding of the unseen future ever opposing it, with a restless
present ever driving it onward, it is not sure which way to turn, and so it plies on
over that course which is the most promising to its end.
No two minds have
the same reflections; no two minds behold the same visions in the far distant
future, nor is there to any two minds the same measure or the same degree of
resistance, and while one may take a course of many useless leagues, the other
may sail straight to its haven.
man,
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Man’s

mind, like a ship, tosses about on the deep, the toy of the winds. The
passion may blow, and if he resist not firmly, he may be blown on to
the shoals of ruin.
The winds of perfection may blow, and if he fling- not his
sails to the breeze, he may drift into the strands of despair.
But if he keeps
the light of his ultimate end always in view, he will eventually sail into the
wind of

haven of rest.

Unlike the railroad, whose line of travel is

always the same, the brain is
The steam train, leaving one city for another, goes by a
direct and convenient course; not so the thought of man which is ever vacillating
and turning about. Though many of the points of its voyage be charted, yet it is
still wont to drift, and only too often neglects to heed its chart.
It leaves a fact
and grasps towards another and wanders about almost helpless save when blown
by a propitious wind.
Considering then the flexibility and fallibility of the thought, it is easily
seen
what care should be exercised in guarding against error.
The chart
points determined by the concerted mental efforts of our most erudite and
capable predecessors must be kept constantly before our eyes, lest in our ignorant
presumptousness we drift astray to be stranded on some lonely desert island,
where the few flowers that bloom are thorn-girt and our substance should be
ever

drifting about.

the bitter roots of

remorse.
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Wm?
OMETIMES I wonder,

as

the hours roll

on,

As

day turns to night and darkness to dawn,
Why some have happiness and all delights
And others know nought but hopes and blights.
J. P.

N.

T3.

An A turner.
You wonder
Beset the

why all troubles

paths of

some,

Why prospects to these mortals
ahvays sad and glum!
Oh, let me anszver softly

Seem

E'er Time doth fritter by,
That

of the whys and zvherefores

You know

as

much

as

I—

Perhaps the Lord is storing

Joys for eternal life
In quantities proportioned
To cares and woes and strife
To which we’ve been

Through

subjected

brief days below.
Small matter how things happen,
Be glad. He wants it so.
our

R. J. O’Brien. T3.
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HntrpB of the
Roy L.

UST

at

that

time

when

the

sinks

down

big,

are

of day,

red

sun

behind

the

voices of the

night.
Lie

awake

them.
corner

in

your

bed and hear

They start from every nook and
of your old-fashioned house. A

creak here, and a low moan
the old beams

there,

as

if

complaining of the
weight that rested upon their huge,
tired shoulders.
A door softly hangs
and

the

were

noise

echoes

and

re-echoes

down the

long, silent halls.
Away in the distance, a street-car
buzzes like a hugh bee—stops—then
buzzes off again.
A cart clatters on
the

cobblestones

of

side

and
the steel-shod hoofs of a lonely cab
horse trot over the smooth asphalt.
You hear the low murmur of voices,
and

the

hurried

a

street,

of passers-by.
busy machinery of a factory
reaches your ears and tells of toil and
trouble when others are asleep. These
are voices of the night.
Or, perhaps, you are in the country
where the hum and the hurry of the
The

steps

■Night

Sexton, T6.

long, blue hills, and silent
darkness comes creeping
up through the trees and out upon the
land, when the clamor and noise of
the day is still and you expect the deep
hush of a tongueless night to stalk
out upon the world; just then a little
army of voices, mustered in the shad¬
ows
and lurking among the shades,
begin to pipe and groan, and rumble
and rattle—and these
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city

are

Yet the little voices fol¬

lost.

low you. Outside, the old trees moan
and rustle in the wind, raising their sad
voices

to

the

night, lamenting their

The

loneliness.

dismal

thud

of

an

it falls to the ground and
rolls away among the leaves, startles
you.
A night owl hoots, and the dis¬
tant barking of a dog floats through
acorn,

as

the darkness.

A merry

cricket chirps
from the marsh rises
the incessant din of croaking frogs,
with the occasional deep note of the
patriarch sounding above the chorus.
In the midst of it all is the happy bab¬
ble of the brook, mingling the voices
into a drowsy murmur and lulling the
patient listener to rest.
But, may be, you are near the sea.
Then listen to the waves upon the
beach, the soft, low voice of the calm
ocean
murmuring to the shore. Or,
when the wind is high, listen to the
roar of the inconstant surge raving on
nearby and

up

the rocks, and hear

“The

scream of the maddened beach
Dragged down by the wave.”

These

are

but

other

voices of the

night.
All

through the long, black hours
will hear the dark world chatter¬
ing and raging and sighing. Voices
that are distinct and piercing will
come up to you—you listen to a world
unknown to sight—but as the day broad¬
ens, and light streams across the earth,
how strange you think your experiences
of the night! The common-place room
you

has lost its enchantment, the noise of

GEORGE I OWN
traffic has no tongue you can

underthe

stand, and the roar on the beach or
sotrad of the swaying trees do

speak to you.

not

It seems that nature,

of sight, gives us
ears—for, though I cannot ex-

when robbing us
keener
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plain it, it seems to me that the beautiful, the curious, the fear inspiring
characteristics of sounds are intensi

fied when heard through the mantle of

darkness—night,
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Alfred
Studies
Law

are

well

under

School, and the

men

J. Bonomo, T4.

at the
manifest a

seriousness

befitting- the study of things
legal. The various Societies have held
their first meetings for the year 1912-13,
and a decided increase in membership
is reported by all.
The first year men are elated over the
news

that there is in store for them

series of lectures
The

a

Sales and Bailments.

on

a thorough knowledge
particular branch of the legal
profession cannot be over-estimated, and

advantages of

this

of

we

consider the Freshmen fortunate in

having such

an

opportunity. Mr. Jesse
Attorney, will

C. Adkins, Assistant U. S.
deliver the lectures.
On

October 24

mass-meeting was
of learning the songs
Georgetown-Carlisle
The
Honorable
game.
Ashley M. Gould
presided.
held for the purpose
and yells used at the

a

The

way

Faculty of Georgetown College

has offered several

students, which

special

courses

courses to the
include Public

Speaking, Logic and Economics. Lec¬
in these subjects will be delivered at

tures

the Law Schools at hours convenient to
the student

body.
Georgetozon Lazo Journal made
its intial appearance on the 28th of Oc¬
The

tober.

This little volume has

satisfied

more

than

and Law
those
Jour¬
nal a possibility. The Hon. Hannis Tay¬
lor, the Hon. Ashley M. Gould, and Mr.
Frank J. Hogan have contributed three
interesting articles. These articles to¬
gether with an Introductory Editorial,
Book Reviews, a digest of several recent
every

expectation,

Notes extends congratulations to
instrumental in making the Law

cases,
at

the

and a chronicle of current event
School, make up the contents of

the first issue.
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The

following

are

the changes made
The Hon. Seth
Equity last year, is

for the year 1912-13:

Shepard, Lecturer
now

on

Professor of

Constitutional

Law.

The Hon.

Ashley M. Gould succeeds to
Equity. Judge Dan Thew
Wright, Lecturer on Corporation Law
and Criminal Law, will hereafter take
charge of Domestic Relations. Profes¬

the chair of
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D. W.

O’Donoghue, Judge in the
has been assigned
Insurance and Common Law Pleading.
The lectures on Real Property
(2nd
year) and Evidence will be delivered by
Professor Hoehling;
while those on
Common Law Pleading and Agency will
be given by Professor Wilson.
Profes¬
sor Hogan is also teaching Evidence.

sor

moot court last year,

JKriUral §>rljnol
See. Jay.

Sophomore elections

were

held

on

Are., Med., ’15.

Oc¬

and

the

merit there

President, Joseph P. Corgan, Pennsyl¬
vania; Vice-President, John C. Roe,
Massachusetts; Treasurer, Fred. R. San¬
derson, District of Columbia; Secretary,
J. Chester Brady, District of Columbia;
Sergeant-at-Arms, Louis IT. Kaufman,

leader.

District of Columbia.

Somebody crossed the signals with the
that the dissecting room was
opened for work a day later than ex¬
pected. Whereat there was much sad¬
ness and weeping.
result

The results of the Freshman elections
for class officers

were

as

follows:

Pres¬

of his popularity and
guided the Freshmen in their

echoes

tober 2 and the officers selected to repre¬
sent the class for the present
year are:

selection

of

efficient

an

and

capable

The

complexity or abstruseness of the
subjects taken up this year may account
for

some

cently in

of the
a

overheard

answers

certain class.

re¬

In discussing

the effects of temperature we were in¬
formed that “heat is what you feel."
With the methane derivatives under

con¬

sideration the

question was asked, “Are
the halogen group so called because they
the products of the sea?”
And some
unknown voice replied, “No, sir! They’re
products of the H
.”
As

result of the raised entrance

a

ident, Joseph P. Madigan, District of

quirements in force this

Columbia; Vice-President, Raymond J.

noted that the officers

Brown, New York; Secretary, Michael
G. Healy, Massachusetts;
Treasurer,
Hans C. Holm, Denmark; Sergeant-atArms, J. C. Kelly, Connecticut.

class

Mr. Madigan was a member of last
year’s graduating class at the college

half dozen

A

are

all holders of
definition

new

re¬

year it may be
of the entering

degrees.
of

the

term

“post mortem’’ will probably be found in
the next published lexicon if a certain
are

selected

as

editors of the

volume.

Uvntal §>duml
W. D.

The
at the

passing of

a

Coan, Dental, T5.

month finds things
going full swing.

Dental School

Dating from the time of its establishment to the present, the Dental Depart-
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ment has shown

a

COLLEGE

steady increase in the
today, what was

size of its classes until
at

time

one

one

of the minor branches

JOURNAL

look at the two classes that will remain

a

with
is

us

judges that there
good material.

next year, one

plenty

more

of the

University, is now a Department
ranking equal to that of any other sec¬
tion of the school.
Today the standard
of Georgetown Dental College is as high
as that of any other Dental
College in
A man bearing her mark of
America.
approval is privileged to practice in any
quarter of the globe.
The students of the Dental College
are
proud of the representation the
school has on the athletic field. And they
have cause to be proud for never in the
history of the Department has there
been a greater number of good men up¬
holding the honor of their Alma Mater
in this great field of endeavor.
From

Before

concluding this article it seems
few words in reference
to The; Journal.
The idea of The
Journal, is that of an exchange, a com¬
mon meeting-ground.
If you hear any¬
thing of interest, no matter whether it
be a poem, story, travel talk or jest, hand
it along and let us all hear of it. Don’t
forget to send something. Every fellow,
no doubt, is willing to contribute to our
magazine, and, if you do, you will be
helping to make the section of space al¬
lotted to the Dental Department one of
the largest and best in The Journal.
Get Busy!
a

propos to say a

3Euttm\
The

following members of the Junior

Dental

Class

1912-13

were

elected

officers

for

President, P. H. Payton ; VicePresident, P. W. Fitzpatrick; Secretary,
C. C. Bockey; Treasurer, R. O. Higgins;
Sergeant-at-Arms, W. M. Pierce; Class
Editor, L. M. DeSmond.
The Junior Dental Class attended the
Georgetown-Indian football game Satur¬
day, October 26, 1912, en masse and
rooted strenuously for their classmates,
:

Rheinschild and White, as well as the
What we

other members of the team.
lacked in numbers

was

made up

for in

noise.
Class

Editor Desmond visited Phila¬

delphia several days during last week,
and while there met Mr. Benton, a mem¬
ber of last

year’s Freshman Class, who
attending the University of Penn¬
sylvania.
is

now

3Fnr»lTnuuL

Monday night, October 7, at 6 o’clock
the Freshman

Class of the Dental De¬

partment held its election of officers
of

our

to

use

able

chairman.

to

decide

The

upon

a

temporary

of Mr.

Hodge,
Virginia, and Mr. Griffin, of
Connecticut, were put in nomination, and

half of his lecture hour to elect

the ballot which

officers.

of

year.

In order to get

things going,
suggestion of one of the mem¬
the class, Dr. Cogan acted as

and at the
bers

was

Through the kindness
Dean, Dr. Cogan, we are allowed

ensuing

the

for

pro-temporary chairman until the class

of

names

West

was

then taken showed

that Mr.

Hodge had been chosen as the
Taking
chair then Mr. Hodge called the

first officer of the Class of T5.
the
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meeting to order for the election of offi¬
Mr J. Kenna Jennings, A.B., ’12,
of Grafton, West Virginia, was unani¬
mously elected President.
Mr. J. R.
Flinn, of Bridgeport, Conn., was chosen
Vice-President. Mr. W. J. O’Brien, of

cers.

Windsorlock, Conn., received the honor
of being Treasurer. Mr. J. A. Flood, of
Lamberthville, N. J., was selected as Sec¬
retary. Mr. G. I. Connolly, of Boston,
Mass., on account of his physical en¬
dowments, was chosen to represent the
Class of T5 as Sergeant-at-Arms, and
Mr. M. F. Hinds, of Amesbury, Mass.,
was designed to fill the office of
Class
Editor.
On Saturday evening, October 12,
1912, from 8 o’clock till 11 P. M., the

Freshman Class of the

Dental

School

pleasantly entertained at a
given by the Psi Omega Fra¬
ternity. Judging by the amount of chat¬
ter that was spilled there in that hall in
the Home Life Building, it is quite

was

most

“smoker”

needless

to

record here that every em¬

bryo dentist there enjoyed himself to the
fullest extent of the law and the lunchbasket.

faculty

About
were on

not have

colds

ten

members

of

the

hand, and those who did
or

throat trouble for the

occasion, spoke to us about the pleas¬
antries and grand surprises that we are
going to encounter, both while still

pounding German silver and pouring
plaster-of-paris, and also later when we
start out in the arena of life.
Mr. Jarboe, Psi Omega Grand Master, opened
the celebration with a warm speech of
Welcome to the incoming Freshman class.
Dr. Cogan then proceeded to impress
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class the importance of
working in unison to accompllish the two-fold end of the profession,
viz., the alleviation of the sufferings of
humanity and the elevation of the dental
profession, to accomplish which purpose

upon

new

dentists all

or

end there must be

some

sort

of

an

organization, hence the necessity of a
fraternity.
There certainly have been a lot of
pleasant surprises in store for us this past
month (not meaning the newly-initiated
members, for we don’t care about remind¬
ing them of unpleasantries), but, really,
fellows, we have been rather fortunate,
don’t you think so?
Being entertained
by two different fraternities in as many
weeks, and royally entertained, too, is
something to blow about. On October
19 at 8 o’clock we again assembled to
partake of the joys that King Nicotine so
freely and willingly distributes to those
who use his products. Another “smoker.”
This time it was given by our kind
friends in the Delta Sigma Delta fra¬
ternity, and if you don’t believe that we
enjoyed Delta Sig’s cigars and “eats,”
just look at Goldsmith—he has put on
'ten pounds as a result.
There’s no use in telling the other
members of the University that we were
out to the Indian game, for those who
were present to see Captain Jack’s bunch
give the Indians the greatest scare they
ever experienced well know that we were
on hand, and those who were not there
have surely by this time heard about the
terrible bit of noise and the strong root¬

ing that the Freshman Dental Class did
on

the hill October 26.

down now, eh

Griff?

We’ve all settled

(Uu'

(finllryr.

Jas. P. Needham, ’13.
One

month

and

several

days have
elapsed since the new term opened and
the halls of old Georgetown became our
abode.

For

some

of

us,

this return has

This first school month has found

all, with few

or

us

no exceptions, putting
endeavors, and when

forth

our

best

marks

were

read and the consequent tes¬
a few days ago
they

marked the

timonials awarded

three

gratification.
of course, whose
standards flew not so high or brilliantly
as
those of others, but these last, to be
sure, have high resolves for the future
and are determined thereby to shine
equally with, if not better than, their
harder working classmates in the months

beginning of the end—after
happy years within the College
walls—for the long hoped-for day is
coming all too fast upon us and our feel¬
ings and desires are almost imperceptably turning back and causing each one
of us to wish that our years here might
be

honorably lengthened. For others this

opening has meant the beginning of that
most absorbing science, Philosophy. Still
others are partaking of the delights of
higher Rhetoric and working hard to
increase their vocabularies as Sopho¬
mores.
And last but not least (in num¬
bers), are the Freshmen. By this time
they have, for the most part, fallen into
stride with the rest of us and are living
and enjoying the days, so dear to the
heart of every college man, the green,
hard days as a first-year man.

were

a

There

source

were

of

much

some,

to come.

It

has

been

said

that the

start

one

gets in a race has a large bearing on the
possibility of winning, and this is very
true, but we must also remember that
no medal is given, no honor is bestowed,
no
race
is won, until the last heat is
finished.

Therefore

honorable

let

the

fair

and

rivalry go on amongst us, as
’Tis the press of striving
opponents that causes records to be
hot

as

it may.

broken.
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§>nL'mtt Suamutratimt of
The

scholastic year has
and has already

broken
risen to
mid-day splendor as was evidenced by
the solemn opening of all the schools of
Georgetown University with the Votive
Mass of the Holy Ghost, celebrated on
Sunday, October 13, in the beautiful
Dahlgren Chapel on Georgetown College
Heights.
new

full around

us

O. R. R.; Dr. Geo. M. Kober, LL.D.,
Dean of Georgetown University Medi¬
cal

School; Dr. Frank Baker, A.M.,
Ph.D.; Dr. Samuel Adams, A.M., and
Dr. W. N. Cogan, Dean of the Dental
School.
Besides the
were
nence

many

gentlemen mentioned there
other gentlemen of promi¬

present whose names space does

us to mention.
impressive Mass was heard by a
Noticeable among this brilliant gather¬
large and representative gathering of
ing were many nuns and young ladies,
the Alumni and friends of the University,
hailing, not from the city alone, but from representatives from the several convents
in and around Washington.
all parts of the United States.
Num¬
The solemn Mass whose impressive¬
bered in their concourse were gentlemen
ness
will long be memorable to those
from all professions and stations of life,
present
was celebrated by Rev. Alphonmen of the highest prominence
in the
sius J. Donlon, S.J., President of George¬
city’s affairs and in those of the nation.
town University, assisted by Rev. Wm.
On the whole, the scene which presented
Brooks, S.J., Deacon of the Mass, and
itself to the eye as the hour of eleven be¬
Mr. W. PI. Graham, S.J., A.B., ’05, Sub¬
gan to toll was one of the most notable
deacon of the Mass.
Within the rail
in the history of old Georgetown.
Also
were
the
members
of
the Faculty of
in evidence were the wives and daugh¬
ters of many
Georgetown
College.
of the distinguished gen¬
Rev. Mark McNeal, S.J., A.B., ’93,
tlemen present, and other ladies, friends
delivered a most excellent sermon whose
of the Institution, who lent a lovely
structure, built around, “Character and
touch of necessary color to the memora¬
its Formation in the Youth,” contained
ble scene.
almost
in every line some noble precept
Among those in attendance mention is
or
citation
of worthy examples and
made of the following:
Chief Justice
whose
conclusion
was most eloquent for
of the Supreme Couurt of the United
a
correct
States and Mrs. White; Honorable Harry
training of the youth as a prep¬
Clabaugh, Chief Justice of the Supreme aration for the discharging of the various
duties of life with worthy, holy, motives.
Court of the District of Columbia and
To use the words of the speaker, it was
Dean of Georgetown Law School; Hana
nis Taylor, LL.D., former Ambassador
plea “for honesty and fair dealing to¬
wards men and honesty and pure dealing
to Spain, Lecturer in the Law School;
towards
women.”
Father
McNeal’s
Mr. Hugh Fegan, A.M., LL.D., Secre¬
manner was most forceful and eloquent
tary of the Law School; Mr. J. McNeal,
and his discourse was one which made
of Baltimore, Vice-President of the B. &

The

not

permit
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impression on his hearers and
one long
to be remembered by them. We
print the sermon in another section of
marked

a

this issue.

Particularly evident to the observing
the measured movements of the
corps of well trained altar boys who as¬
sisted at the Mass.
Promptly at eleven
o’clock the procession, headed by the
choristers and followed by the Senior
Class of the Academic Department, the
altar boys, the clergy and the partici¬
pants and celebrant of the Mass began
to wend its way from the point of as¬
semblage in the Hirst Gibrary to the
Chapel, entering by the main door and
proceeding down the center aisle to the
altar.
The ushers for this occasion, as
is the custom, were the members of the
Senior Class of the College who appeared
for the first time in cap and gown.
The singing for the occasion was very
kindly rendered by the choir boys of St.
Aloysius Church under the direction of
Professor Glenn W. Ashley, organist and
choir director of St. Aloysius Church.
The gifted voices of the choristers,
whether they softly intoned some of the
parts of the Mass or wonderfully broke
eye were

forth

JOURNAG

in

full-throated

chorus,

were a

never-flagging source of devotional in¬
spiration to the hearers. Indeed, some¬
one was heard to ejaculate when all was
finished and the last strains had faded
into silence: “If

closed his eyes

while
they were singing, he could without dif¬
ficulty, imagine himself transported to
Heaven and listening to the soft-throated
choirs of the Angels.”
The programme follows and shows the
excellence of

one

taste

exercised in its choice:

“Mass in honor of St.

Cecelia.

By

Gounod.

Offertory.

Benedictus. By Sommers.

Processional, “Holy, Holy, Holy.” By
Father

Young, C.S.P.
Recessional, “O Mother, Dear Jenisalem.”

Soprano soloist.
Tenor
Bass

Soloist.
soloist.

Charles Regan.

Glenn W. Ashley.
Francis A. Daugherty.

Professor

Gumprecht, organist and in¬
College, pre¬
sided at the organ, and by his excellent
toning and skilful technique was a very
much appreciated factor in the pleasure
of the music and singing.
James P. Needham, '13.
structor

of music in the

JlltUniU'nttr ^nrirttp
On the first

glance at the records of
meetings so far held in the Philodemic Debating Society we are forced not
only to note the interest taken in the pro¬
ceedings, but also to mark the constancy
of the meetings and the regularity of
the

the

attendance.

We

take

occasion

to

remark that up to the fifteenth of No¬
vember of this present term, there have

already been

seven

meetings,

as

com¬

pared with five held up to this time last
while the number of members pres¬
ent at these respective meetings far ex¬
ceeds the number of past years. Again,
it may be noticed that the elections of
new members are this year distinctively
conspicuous on account of the lack of
class rivalry which has previously at
times been trying to assert itself to the
detriment of the Society’s interests. This
year,
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The question

is evidenced

year.

ballot thirteen out of

affirmative

by the fact that on the first
eighteen vacancies
were filled
with Seniors, Juniors and
Sophomores, of course in keeping with
the old tradition that the upper-classmen have a slight preference.
In the
meantime, however, the five remaining
vacancies have been filled by two Seniors,
Richard O’Brien and Leo

Norris, and
Juniors, John Connelly, William
Martens and Delphin Rodriguez, and for
the first time since the adoption of the

three

new

constitution have the rolls

Society been complete.
that there is not

We
for

of the

are

sorry

of
applied for admittance,
but they may find solace in the fact that
the rules are being carried out to the let¬
ter and that as they are rules to be kept,
in order to maintain the standard already
established, there is no discrimination
shown to any factions, but they all re¬
ceive justice, as Mr. Waldron’s interpre¬
tation, guided by the Reverend Chancel¬
lor’s conservative opinion, is certain to
room

so

many

those who have

injure.
Thus, under good order, the members
have been

profiting by the benefits

re¬

ceived in the Philodemic Debates,

and
some excellent
speeches have resulted,
while, at the same time, voluntary speak¬
ers and critics have distinguished them¬
selves. The first question for debate be¬
fore the

Society this

year was:

“Re¬

solved, that the Free Passage of Ameri¬
Vessels

engaged in Coastwise Trade
through the Panama Canal is Admissacan

ble under the Terms of the

Great Brtiain.”

said that the debate
excellent
one,

Treaty with

The critic, Mr. Darr,
as

a

whole showed

preparation and was a very good
especially for the first debate of the
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by the
side, while Mr. Devlin was
voted the best speaker of the evening,
mainly because his arguments were clear
and so persuasively offered that he held
the Society’s attention best.
The second question before the Society
was:
“Resolved that the promotion of
good road building by Federal grants is
for

the best

was

won

interests of the American

people at present.” The negative won
the decision, judging from the vote of the
members on the merits of the question as
debated before the Society.
The indi¬
vidual Cicero of the evening was Mr.
Heiskell, whose oratorical position and
most carefully prepared speech followed
by a striking conclusion which served to
drive the arguments home, were the
strong points in his favor. Mr. McQuillen, the critic of this debate, deserves
special mention for such an impartial
criticism
smallest

which

details

even

considered

the

and

proposed remedies
encouraged the debaters
by praise for the good points in each in¬
for defects and
dividual

case.

Another

question which, on account of
political nature, proved of interest and
brought out new talent was: “Resolved,
that the victory of the Progressive Part>
its

would be for the General Welfare of the
United States.”

Mr. Leary, who made
acceptable speech of apprecia¬
tion the week before, won this debate by
systematic argumentation, ending in a
periodic conclusion, all of which showed
to
advantage his carefully connected
thoughts and flow of language. On the
occasion of this debate Mr. John Carter,
as
a
voluntary speaker, received quite
an ovation when he spoke in the interest

such

an
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President

of
and

sane

severe

Taft, encouraging a safe
policy which had stood the

test

of

his

administration

from

to

realize how much
sort

an

honor it is

to

be

Debating So¬
ciety, established in 1830 with the inten¬
tion of promoting the interests which we
active members are, to the best of our
ability, trying to promote.
Le Moyne R. Graham, Sec’y.

and

seem

it and what

numbered in the rolls of

brought prosperity to the whole country.
Taken all in all the members

JOURNAL

good a society of this
is, how much benefit may be derived

a

GDhamtatimiMany of us remember when Father
began under great difficulties
his seismograph observatory.
We re¬

Tondorf

member the little
floor of the

room

on

South tower of the

us

who

were

interested in this scien¬

tific work

then, it may strike us with
further delight to know that this branch
of

science in

Georgetown is to be not
only continued but substantially enlarged
and encouraged by the erection of a

Under the direction of the

erator, Father Duarte, the
the Immaculate Conception,
an

new

Mod-

Sodality of
has received
impetus that bids fair to make this

building to shelter

new

delicate

instru¬
equip¬

ments.

The

the basement

Healy
Building whose interior disclosed the in¬
tricate delicate instruments to register
and report the disturbances of the earth’s
crust, known as earthquakes.
To those
of

separate

ments and finer and more

building, under course of con¬
especially designed for this
work. It is to be so scientifically

new

struction is
sort of

built that it will render the delicate in¬
struments, necessary for the detecting of
terrestrial disturbances, as nearly abso¬

lutely sensitive

as

the most exacting

scientist could demand.

The

new

build¬

ing will also contain a laboratory for the
photography of the tracings

scientific

obtained from the

a

new

instruments.

stellar year in the annals of the society,

At the opening of the College the
Council met and determined upon a plan
whereby we would have our regular

GEORGETOWN
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Sodality meeting while at Mass. To this
end, Father Duarte favored us with the
use of the Domestic Chapel in the Mulledy Building in which we now hold our
meetings on Saturday morning.
The
exclusiveness of this chapel and the ex¬
traordinary zeal that members have
shown this year, make the success of the
Sodality assured.
On October 13 there

were

admitted

as

113
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membership. These willl be made mem¬
bers of the Sodality on December the 8th
when there will be the formal Reception
of Approved Postulants.
In

the

a

General Communion last week,

Sodality applied its Spiritual bene¬

fits for the repose

of the soul of Thomas
Stuart, who during his college career

was

a

faithful officer and member of the

Sodality.
C. F. L.

Approved Postulants those college men
who had made formal application to

(Elaas Nntra.
fitter.
Charles T. Laveere, ’13.

Sitting in the solemn grandeur of

cap

termined

with

Mr.

O’Brien

and gown, the Seniors, not long since,
determined that their fame should live

gown's

forever, that their

afford infinite amusement to

forever, in the

name

should remain

Photographic Seismo¬
graph Studio back on Observatory Hill.
Yes, every time the batteries of the new
apparatus click their little ditties they will
sing the song of 1913, for Father Tondorf gave us the privilege and honor of
being the first donor of the necessary
electrical appliances, and we, always
on the alert for fresh
glory, responded
to the suggestion of our President with
a vehemence that even
John’s cheering
section could

new

not

rival.

It will be noted in the above that
sat in

we

the gorgeous

Senior raiment of
cap and gown, the insignia of our dignity,
because we really started the fashion of
wearing these “affairs” for all Philosophy
lectures. Some there were who objected
to the inconvenience of hourly draping
themselves in the above, but, upon saner
and more deliberate consideration, de¬

generous

utilized and that

that

the

proportions might be
the cap’s tassel could
some

of

us

unphilosophically inclined, and that
perhaps we would fill the souls of the
other undergraduates with awe and ad¬
miration.
So, having impressed our im¬
portance upon those not already cog¬
nizant of it, the class, not wishing to
further override a Georgetown tradition,
decided to cease the draped effect, except,

more

of course, on the occasions as demanded

by the dignity of circles.
Mr. Harrington has been busily en¬
gaged lately in collecting for the “1913
Hodge Podge” the photographs of the
class’ personnel. Various and divers are
these handsome faces that peer out from
the prints. One question we beg permis¬
sion to ask
ble
be:

title

our

“1913’s

“Who’s
form ?”

editor:

for this

Would the suita¬

Photographic Section
Agency,” or

Matrimonial

Who

in

the

Prohibition

Re¬
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3Jiutinr.
E. McT. Donnelly.
It would

seem

as

if

class football

our

captained by Waldron and man¬
aged by Murphy, must go begging for
games.
Our manager claims that he
has sought engagements with all the
team,

other classes but that thus far his quest
It does not seem
has been fruitless.

reasonable, although it would be indeed
flattering, to suppose that this is due to
the awe in which our gridiron warriors
are

held

by the other classes but—well,

what is the reason?

Glad, indeed, are the Juniors to wel¬
back to Georgetown a former class¬
mate, “Bob” King, of Springfield, Mass.,
who has entered the Georgetown Uni¬
come

versity Law School. Bob
of that genus denominated

was

certainly

“live wire”

as

while in the class and his absence from
the

roll-call

gretted.
his

a

After

father

he

year

much re¬
in business with

ago was

a year

decided that

there

were

few little items of

legal knowledge to
picked up down here that might come
in handy up in Springfield. So, packing
up the old traveling bag once more, he
on October 1 found himself again reg¬
istered as a son of Georgetown.
a

be

We

responsible for the truth
falsity of the following. It is said
that this little literary “gem of purest
ray serene” is the work of our classmate,
“Jake” Murrin, long famous in these
classic halls for his dignified demeanor
are

not

or

and for what dramatic critics would call

the

“repression” of his general speech

and action.
“It

is

Look this
that

now

Indian Summer
me

a

rowboat,

all sides.

gentle fever of
Give
hook and line and a

seizes upon me.
a

small lake where
on

over:

the

one

can

see

the shore

Then give me a good pipe

plug of tobacco and I can sit and fish
day, drifting in a maze of day-dreams,
at peace with the whole world.
Ah, you
that live in the big cities, know not the
joys of living in a town where you can
pick hickory nuts on Main street! Carbondale for me, now and always.”
or

all

The

class of

1914

has been honored

in

having one of its members chosen
captain of the ’Varsity Basketball team
for the
sure

season

that

efficient

of 1912-13.

We

are

all

Roy Waldron will make
leader

and

we

wish

a most
him the

greatest possible success.
The class is

greatly worried over the
fence-climbing proclivities of our worthy
Secretary. Under the guidance of an
able and experienced Senior, he has been
making frequent visits to a nearby com¬
munity, but then, we must not heap too
much criticism upon him, as he favored
us with
a part of his spoils—a box of
candy—that “someone” gave him.
Juniors will be pleased to hear that
Louis Still is to return before the Vir¬

ginia

game.

He has been detained

on

account

of the illness of his mother,

is

studying in St. Ignatius in San

now

Francisco.

and
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^aiplummrr.
J. C. McNamara.
After the most intensely exciting meet¬
ing which the Class of 1915 has ever
experienced, Emmett T. Morrison, of
Arizona, was nominated by his class¬
mates to

shoulder the

chances

of

the

class in the

coming election for the as¬
managership, and to carry
its gonfalon of possible victory in the
campaign. The nomination was char¬
acterized by debate so sharp and bitter
that at length Father McNeal was forced
sistant football

to

the

intervene and remind the class that
more harmonious its
selection, the

better

were

President

its chances of

names

cessation of class

on

and almost instantly

the

of Emmett T. Morrison and

sev¬

eral other candidates
house.

Feeling

ran

were

before

the

high and class poli¬

ticians of influence in former elections

persuade, only to fall in chagrin
newly arisen element. So potent
were the thunderbolts of arguments of
the impromptu orators, that the strategy
of a Burke or the eloquence of a Chatham
paled in comparison.
rose

to

before

a

When the ballot had been

totaled, the

major suffrage of the class was found
to have pinned its faith to Morrison, and
after several resolutions concerning the
procedure at future elections had been
passed the meeting adjourned.
The Sophomore candidate for the foot¬
ball managership entered Georgetown
last year as a Freshman, and in his so¬
journ here has won many friends. His
athletic record is enviable, having played
on

the athletic
for ratifica¬
tion or rejection, supported by the un¬
divided strength of his class as well as
the good wishes of a large coterie of
personal friends.
At a recent meeting Edward O’Boyle
was elected captain of the class football
team.
Ed.’s ability as a chaser of the
pigskin is only exceeded by his tennis
prowess, so we have every indication
of

a

successful team.

John F. Conroy was honored a short
ago with the appointment to the
assistant managership of basketball to
work in conjunction with James C. Madigan, ’13, manager.
Congratulations and
best wishes from the class, Jack!

time

Phillips called the meeting

to order after the

October 18,

success.

ball teams. He will go before
association of the University

the class football, basketball and base¬

Recently
to hear of
our

we were

the

all greatly saddened

sorrow

which has befallen

former classmate, Richard E. Con¬

nell, now of Harvard, by the death of his
father, Lion. Richard E. Connell, Rep¬
resentative

from

gressional

district,

would extend
to

our

the

our

Twenty-first Con¬
New

York.
We
sympathy

most sincere

former classmate.

“Fat” Williams

is

a

musician, boys,

least he will be, we hope.
decided to become a devotee of

Having
Orpheus,
little Georgie journeyed downtown and
bought himself a banjo. How romantic
it will be to see him strumming his
strings on a summer’s night and crooning
softly 'neath the moon.

or

at

Says Dick Hamilton:

“Why

British evacuated Boston; how
blame Freddy Murray.”

even

the

can

you
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Prof, in History:
“Tell me what you
know about Poland’s last attempt to save
itself.” The class nearly convulsed with

laughter and there
“Poor Spike,”
At

a

was

many

class benefit to be

sigh,

a

in the

held

JOURNAL

future Kid

near

will

Lamorelle

Schlessinger and Young
match

mits

for

six
Caro¬
Camp, the
lina champion, and Rough-house Ed¬
munds, the district terror, will work in
the preliminary.
%

Chester Von

rounds.

iFmihntatu
D. L. Daly.

Two very

important actions have been
by the Freshman Class during the
past month, and to its credit be it said
that each affair was brought to a most
taken

successful conclusion.

The

Class

elec¬

tions, which had been postponed for
sons

which

were

held

we

on

stated in

our

October 10 and

last
an

rea¬

issue,

admira¬

ing their undoubted worth.
The second important action consisted
in the wise

move

made in the nomina¬

tion of Oswald

Dailey as candidate for
the Assistant Managership of the foot¬
ball team.
This was certainly an evi¬
dence of the good politics of the Class,
for a more popular man among his fel¬

ble

low classmen could not have been found

which is

and, in addition, he has the advantage

governing board was the result, one
generally recognized as being in
every way competent to perform its
various duties.
Thomas F. Gurry, Jr.,
of New York, was raised to the Presi¬
dential chair, and, although his election
was not without
opposition, he had al¬
ready shown his entire capability in the
handling of such business as has come
before him.
Ed. Mee, of Rhode Island,
received the office of Vice-President,
while John Keresey and Gardner Duffy
elected Secretary and Treasurer,
were
respectively.
As yet the three last
named have had no opportunity of prov¬

of

being a Prep, graduate and conse¬
quently is well-known to the upper class¬
men.

The

well-known

track man,

Jimmy

Mulligan, has been given the order for
the class pins and from the models he
showed they are going to be as fine as
can

be found.

The Class is still
as

well

as

Nelson

in

growing in quantity
quality.

Plamondon has been

elected

captain of the Freshman football team.
Beware, ye upper class teams!
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It is the intention of

staff in the future
ture

to

The; Journal

make

a

special fea¬

of the Alumni section inasmuch

it is their desire to render it

as

complete
and as interesting to all graduates as
is possible. We wish to herein chroni¬
cle as fully as we are able all the events
of a current month with which any of
our Old
Boys have in any way been con¬
nected.

as

munication among

the alumni, and for
this, if for no other reason, we ask them
to give it their support and to help it,
as
they so ably, so powerfully can, to
fulfil its purpose.

Georgetown

University Alumni
Directory.

To the furtherance of this end

beg the active co-operation of the
alumni themselves and request them
kindly to inform us of any items of in¬
terest that may fall beneath their notice.
Or if anyone will be so kind as to favor

additions.

we

us

with

a

letter whose contents he thinks

will in any way
The Journal,

Macdonald, John Clarence, A.M., ’97;

Physician, • Bonavista, Newfoundland.
Burns, James Philip, A.B., ’05;
Teacher, Goa Ambos Camarines, P. I.

interest the readers of

his fellow alumni, wre
shall be more than glad to publish, and,
alumni, we do not say stop at literary
contributions; if you will but think for
a moment of your
own days at George¬
town you will surely remember
how
grateful Tiik Journal was then for both
literary and financial support, and lest
you should doubt of it now we hasten
to assure you that it is still the same.
Fully half, I may say, of this paper's pur¬
pose is to provide a means of intercom¬

changes.

Bernstein, I.
210 N.

’59.
to

our

Isadore, L.L.B.,

’09;

Main St., Liberty, N. Y.

The Journal wishes to

tender

venerable alumnus the Reverend

Clement

Lancaster, S.J., A.B.,

sincerest

condolences

with him

’59, its
on

the

sad occasion of the death of his brother,

Henry C. Lancaster, who departed this
life on October 24, 1912, at George-
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University Hospital. Mr. Lancas¬
early studies at Holy Cross

town

made his

ter

College and later resided in Washington,
his brother, Father Clement, who is
engaged in parochial work at St. Aloysius
Church of this city.
God in His mercy
near

calls

Himself those whom He loveth.

to

’72.

Our

lish

only regret in the following
we
were unable to pub¬

is that

notice

JOURNAL

the club for a social gathering, Captain
Healy was taken quite by surprise at the
special attention bestowed upon him. A
large representation of the Sixteenth and
Thirtieth Infantry regiments, both of
which organizations had traveled under
the guidance of Captain Healy as master
of the transport Sheridan, gave him a
substantial testimonial in the form of

a

alumni

beautiful

might sooner have shared in our joy of
congratulating Joseph Marion Healy,

of about

A.B., ’72; A.M., ’89,

dress, in which he spoke in feeling terms
of the competence of the master in pro¬
tecting the lives of hundreds and pre¬
serving the safety of his vessel under the

it

sooner

that

his

fellow

his promotion to
the command of the flagship Thomas of
the Pacific Fleet of the army transport
service with which he is on duty. Though
but thirty-six years of age, Captain Healy
is now, by reason of his advancement,
the ranking officer of the army trans¬
port service.
He has commanded since
the age of twenty-three; at twenty-four,
in the Philippines, he was at the head of
a

fleet of twenty-two

on

inter-island trans¬

portation boats and charted most, if not,
in fact, all of the inter-island channels.
Though he was in the direct line of
promotion to the position of honor which
he

now

holds

we

feel that his transfer¬

the

higher command so soon
after the splendid record made by him
while captain of the army transport
Sheridan during her voyage from the
Aleutian Islands to Nome, Alaska, in
June, 1912, was due mainly to that most
praiseworthy record.
The following
quotation from the San Francisco Chron¬
icle of August 7, 1912, explains the allu¬
to

ence

sion

:

“The Officers’ Club at the Presidio

the

evening of a pleasura¬
Captain J. M. Healy,
of the Quartermaster’s Department, was
the principal figure. Asked to appear at

was

scene

last

ble event in which

Cornelius

loving cup. In the presence
forty brother officers, Colonel
Gardener

made

a

brief

ad¬

trying circumstances of last June. The
Sheridan, en route between Alaskan posts
and this city was caught in heavy ice
floes and only the utmost skill of the
navigator prevented disaster.
Addi¬
tional to the gift of the cup, Captain

Healy received a written testimonial of
his courage, signed by thirty-three names,
including that of Major-General Arthur
Murray, commanding the Western Di¬
vision, besides the respective commanders
of the Thirtieth and the Sixteenth regi¬
ments,
onel

Colonel Charles McClure and Col¬

Gardener.

The

Grecian-shaped,
gold-lined, two-handled silver loving cup
was inscribed as follows: “Presented by
the officers of the Army aboard the
United States transport Sheridan to Mr.
J. M. Healy in appreciation of his skill
as a navigator and
untiring watchfulness
as master of that vessel in
bringing it
safely through 125 miles of heavy fog,
and where it and its cargo had encount¬
ered great peril while in Behring Sea,
June 20 to 26, 1912.”

GEORGETOWN
’74.

In

an

COLLEGE

on

October

25, Judge James F. Tracey, A.B., ’74;
LL.D., TO, spoke most comprehensively
of matters in the

Philippines, and draw¬
ing from his experience as former asso¬
ciate justice of the Supreme Court of
those island stated most clearly and fairly
our

relations with their inhabitants.

though granting the force of the
ments

Al¬
argu¬

which first led to and would still

urge our

’89.

address delivered before

the Lake Mohawk conference

JOURNAL
That

John Gilmary Shea, L.L.D.,

’89, the collection of whose manuscripts
and historical works the

Riggs Memorial
Library is so fortunate as to possess, is
at last receiving at least'Some small share
of

the

honor

due

a

ark, N. J.:

ward the memory

Church in America owed him
can

debt that

substantially repaid.
It
painstaking searcher

more

devoted lover
self-

sacrificing son than the modest and re¬
tiring scholar who worked for many
years in her service at a pittance that was
barely enough to keep body and soul
together in the patient task of dissem¬
inating a knowledge of the work of the

October 3:
of

sound basis.”

a

a

of the truth, never a more unselfish

Appeals and wishes him success. The
following is an extract from an article
appearing in the issue of that paper for

a

had

be

after truth, never a more

Court

on

never

never

of

tions at issue that must be determined

be

“The act of gratitude to¬
of John Gilmary Shea
performed last Saturday at Newark, N.
J., atones in a measure for the tardiness
displayed in recognizing services of rare
and conspicuous value.
The Catholic

their connection
with this country it was his opinion that
such separation could not be consistently
denied them.
The speech is one well
worth reading, both for the instruction it
contains and for the pleasure it would
afford anyone who perused it.
’88. Tup Journal notes with pleas¬
ure the indorsement by the Bufifalo News
of Maurice C. Spratt, A.B., ’88, as a
sever

“Buffalo may well be proud
furnishing the state a man of Mr.
Spratt’s high qualities. He has the re¬
finement of the very best type of gentle¬
man.
He has the scholarship, in and
out of the law, that broadens tlie mind
and enlightens the intellect, and be has
the devotion to the idea of justice, the in¬
stinct for saying and doing what is right,
the faculty of discerning fundamentals
in human society, that are invaluable in
a judge of
any court and especially so in
that which is to pass finally upon ques¬

fact to

marble memorial to Mr. Shea at New¬

pinos desire to

the

a

joy by every one of literary
appreciation. It is our pleasure to quote
the following comment from the Phil¬
adelphia Catholic Standard and Times
of October 19 on the recent unveiling of

occupation of the Philippines,

of

him is

noted with

he declared that nevertheless if the Fili¬

candidate for the bench
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Church in the United States and

.

arous¬

ing an interest in that work wherever the
English language was spoken.
Few
know the difficulties amid which the de¬
voted
task

litterateur

at

times.

carried on his great
Those who have read the

lives of

struggling literary men and the
tragic story of Keats know how keenly
the pangs of envy and jealousy are felt
at times, making almost intolerable the
conditions amid which unselfish and pureminded scholars work out the self-ap¬

pointed tasks which they believe to be
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indispensable to the cause of truth, in
tracing- the growth of the Church and

Father, Piux X, sent his Apostolic Bene¬
diction to Rt. Rev. John E. FitzMaurice

the characters of her illustrious propa-

on

gaters and defenders. And when Black
Care strides beside the patient investiga¬

Annos et Felices.

the

dogs of envy and calumny
barks at his heels along life’s highway,
then, indeed, does his lot become like
unto that of the martyr.
But John Gilmary Shea’s life was not without its
compensations; no true scholar is, for
he has many in the work he loves.
If
he had a few foes, he had a number of
tor

as

devoted friends and admirers, and their

estimate of him is of record.
and

The larger

public embodiment of it is
fitting compliment to what had been
already done by Notre Dame University
more

a

other

and

establishments

wherever

his

is still gratefully cherished as a
ripe scholar who devoted his heart as

memory

well

as

his intellect to the services of God

the

day of his jubilee.

’93.

At the

late

annual

the alumni of Mount St.

Ad Multos
reunion

Emmitsburg, Md., the announcement
was made
by Bishop Monahan that the
Rev. John J. Tierney, D.D., ’93, had
been appointed Monsignor by His Holi¬
ness Pope Pius X.
Mgr. Tierney, well
known throughout the country in edu¬
cational circles, is at present Professor of
Scripture and Semetic studies at Mount
St. Mary’s.
His elevation has very
greatly pleased his many friends. Ad
Multos Annos et Felices.
’97.

Georgetown’s alumni, especially
in the literary world, will
undoubtedly be gratified to learn that the
Rev. Michael Earls, S.J., A.M., ’97,
whose
“Stuore” published
last year
those active

and the Catholic Church in the United

created such favorable comment,

States.”

other book

'89.
we

It is with sincerest

pleasure that

avail ourselves of this first oppor¬

issue

to

Erie, on the occasion of his golden
jubilee. His celebration in St. Peter’s
Cathedral on October 16, the fiftieth an¬
niversary of his ordination, of a solemn
pontifical high Mass was the most im¬
pressive of the magnificent ceremonies
of the jubilee which was graced by the
presence of Archbishop Prendergast and
many other prominent ecclesiastics and
laymen of note in the nation. The ser¬

same

of the Mass

delivered

by the
John J. McCort, Auxiliary
Bishop of Philadelphia, who preceded it
with the announcement that the Holy

mon

Rt.

Rev.

was

has

an¬

in

print, a novel entitled
“The Wedding Bells of Glendalough.”
Benziger Brothers will also soon be ready

tunity to congratulate the Rt. Rev. John
E. FitzMaurice, D.D., ’89, Fourth Bishop
of

of

Mary’s College,

a

now

volume of verses, “The Road

beyond the Town,” composed by the
gifted and versatile author.
’95. Edward J. Tobin, A.B., '95 ; A.M.,
’96; Ph.D., ’97; LL.B., ’97, was but a
short time ago united in holy wedlock
with Miss Abbv Josephine Parrott in the
Church of the Immaculate Heart of St.

Mary

on

Brompton Road, London, Eng¬

The bride, who was educated at
the Sacred Heart Convent at Menlo is

land.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Par¬
a granddaughter of Mrs. Abby
Parrot, of Baywood, San Mateo. The
Journal extends its best wishes.

a

rott and
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The; Journal

heartily congratulates
Gracie, A.B., ’01; A.M., ’02;
L.LD., ’04, so well known during his

Asa Creed

Georgetown

years at

as a

’Varsity

oars¬

his recent admission to practice
before the Supreme Court.
Golden wedding bells are this
’01.
time heard. The Right Rev. Mgr. James
Lynch celebrated in St. John’s Church,
Utica, N. Y., on the date of their fiftieth
anniversary a nuptial mass for William
Kernan and Frances Warnick Kernan,
parents of Warnick F. Kernan, A.B., ’01.
The blessing of the Holy Father con¬
veyed in a telegram from Cardinal Merry
man, on

del Val
and

we

was

received

before the

also wish to offer

our

Mass

note

of

congratulation.
’03. We are pleased to announce the
marriage of Edward Reville Glennan,
ex ’03, to Miss Virginia Klein Cooke, of
Virginia Beach, Va. May The Journal
fifty years hence be able to insert their
names

in

an

announcement like the pre¬

side of this
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May all happiness be

city.

theirs.
’06.

We

deeply grieved to hear
Hayes, A.B., ’06,
a
former manager of crew, lay dan¬
gerously ill at his home in Waterbury,
Conn., and we sincerely hope that his
recovery will be both speedy and com¬
plete.
’09. The Journal is happy to note the
recent engagement of W. Edward Gan¬
non, ex ’09, to Miss Marie Miller-Jones,
of Livingston, L. I., a graduate of Manhattanville.
The date of the marriage
has not yet been made known.
A visit paid to one of the mass’12.
meetings held at the Law School before
the Carlisle game rewarded us with the
knowledge that John D. Foley, A.B., ’12,
were

that the father of Frank

whose recent scholastic attainments

are

well known to need mention, is again
enrolled in the University.
Welcome
too

back, John, and
Law School the

continue in the
good work of your col¬

may you

lege

ceding.
’03.

JOURNAL

course.
News has also reached

The

of another

wedding bells are still ring¬
ing and it is this time our joyful task
to announce that on Wednesday, Octo¬
ber 23, Samuel Logan Owens, M.D., ’03,
was joined in matrimony to Miss Clara

has

Mullikin Weems,

that he intends to enter into business in

a

sister of Lawrence

and

Courtenay Weems, former students
in the College, at the Church of the
Sacred Heart, Winchester, Va.
We as¬
sure the happy pair of our best wishes.
’04. Another marriage! That of one
who while at Georgetown was so famous
for his wonderful singing.
On October
26, Philip Lee Scantling, ex ’04, took
as

his bride Miss Elizabeth Armor Ree-

us

John F. Crosby
relinquished the study of law at Har¬
vard University to return to Chicago.
Why, we cannot say, but it is thought
’12

man.

that

We learn that

city.

We

honored

during the month by
Laroussini, ex ’04, now
president of a steel company in New
Orleans.
He was returning from New
York where he had attended the wedding
of his brother George, also a former
a

were

visit from Paul

student.
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aljnnuta 2i. Stuart
Death

strikes

is

one

most

the roll of the

keenly felt when it

with whom

we

all well

are

acquainted. An automobile accident on
Tuesday night, October 29, caused by
the

collapse of

a rear

wheel

was

the

oc¬

casion of the death of Thomas H. Stuart,

ennoble the actions of every Catholic gen¬
tleman.
In his career as student mana¬

A.B., TO.

Captain of the football team
particularly be remem¬
bered by the older of the present under¬
graduates as the only member of the
Georgetown team to cross Virginia’s goal
line in the game of 1908, making that day
a sensational
run of sixty yards for a
touchdown that earned him a prominent
place in our annals of football fame.
in 1909 he will

But not alone in athletics

was

ger

that

he prom¬

of its most interested and active

might well

a

manner

model for
Popular not
many managers to come.
only among his own classmates and in
the college, but throughout the entire
University, “Tom” Stuart, though sum¬
moned

A speaker of no mean ability he
enjoyed for several years a membership
in the Philodemic Society and was ever
bers.

of baseball he successfully handled

the affairs of the diamond in

inent.

one

Sodality and his life, both

college and in the world of business,
was a notable example of the practical
application in everyday conduct of those
high principles of honor and Christian
charity which should serve to guide and
at

so

soon

to

serve

as

a

his reward, will not be

forgotten here on earth by any who knew
at Georgetown until they all have
been called to join him in the vale be¬
yond.
him

mem¬

His name, too, is to be found in

3Jultu IE

Reluctantly indeed do we note the
John E. Toner, M.D., ’91, who
after a ten days’ illness passed away on
Wednesday evening, October 30, at his
home in this city.
Dr. Toner was for¬
merly a member of the staff of the Govdeath of

AUn'rt
It is

painful duty to record the
of Georgetown’s most hon¬
ored and highly respected alumni, Albert
Madigan, A.B., ’72, A.M., ’89. The life
death of

our

one

of the late senior member of the law firm
of

Madigan & Madigan came to a close
Tuesday morning, October 29, at his
residence in Houlton, Maine.
Survived
on

eminent

Hospital for the Insane, but in

1906 he

was

transferred to the Pension

Bureau where he remained
til the time of his

tender

our

heartfelt

death.

employed

un¬

We wish

to

sympathy to the rela¬

tives of the deceased.

itEtiUgim.
by two sisters and his brother, the Hon.
John B. Madigan, his death will be
mourned by all who knew him as the
passing of one who was both an orna¬
ment to his profession and a sterling citi¬
zen of the type that it is Alma Mater's
pride to claim.

m. a.
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David L.

The;

Waldron, T3.

been fortunate
enough to receive most of its exchanges
during the “settling down” stage of the
college year. There are many, however,
which have not as yet responded.
This
fact is more than likely accounted for by
the rush at the beginning and we look
forward to many new arrivals next month
with whom we have expressed the desire
to exchange by mailing The Journal
to

Journal has

them.

magazine to the grade of
effectively than verse
which is shallow and which portrays de¬
velopment of theme worthy of minds much
more immature than those which
college
students are credited with possessing.
wise excellent

mediocrity

more

We all know that
than

verse

consists in

more

technical

development. Yet
many college poets seem to imagine that
a proper number of shorts and
longs in
the right place constitute a poem.
Of
mere

course

There
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idea

the

inevitable

result

is

that the

be

Not
welcome
contemporaries which has not at least one
redeeming feature, while so far the great¬
est number maintain a high standard of
design, arrangement and subject-matter.
Fiction and essays abound. We must ad¬

developed falls flat. Again
exceeding
deep in theme.
The outcome of this
endeavor too often proves to be obscurity.
Consequently the supposed masterpiece
would puzzle the mind of a Shakespeare.
True enough, we are not all poets. Yet
there is a happy medium between shal¬
lowness and obscurity which is seldom
seen in
college periodicals. It consists

mit that it has been these modes of

in

cles in

our

difficult

many commendable
October exchanges that

are so

to

choose those which have left

the greatest
one

can

arti¬
it is

impression

upon

us.

be found among our

com¬

position, on the whole, which have
prompted our favorable criticism. Should
all composition have been in verse, how¬
ever, judging from last month’s output,
our words of praise must needs have been
limited. Nothing can reduce an other¬

to

there

are

others who would be

correct

construction

clearly developed,

with

the

idea

lacking presumption

which would excel the masters

as

well

as

displaying an absence of childish ex¬
pression. We find in the Solanian a lit¬
tle verse termed “Ingratitude” which ap¬
peals to us as being a good type:

GEORGETOWN
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“Not

faster fades the fragrant rose
Beneath a hot and arid sky;
Nor faster death his shadow throws,
As through a stricken land he goes
When pest and ignorance rage high
Than man forgets the kindly deed
Accorded him in time of need.”

all its attendant allies, while his one re¬

deeming feature is unwavering faith.
The whole piece is beautifully written.
The following conclusion shows the emo¬
tions of the young

Of the many poems
the following

in the month of

is selected from
St. Mary’s Chimes for its thought and
clever handling of picture words:
“Crimsoned

thy wooded knolls, russet
thy hollows,
October, fair queen for today,
Flash in the sunlight and sleep in the
shadow

Thy realms in their festive
Nature’s great rosary

array.

with mysteries

glory
Mysteries of joy and of sorrow,
Gleams in thy hands as day fades on
day
Awaiting grim Winter's tomorrow.”

“Here

Reverting to the field of essays and fic¬
manifold subjects present them¬
Yet it is the unique which al¬
selves.
ways attracts attention.
In St. Mary’s
Sentinel the article, “Sad, but True,” is

departing from the beaten path, pic¬
turing a student imbued with the doc¬

a

trine of materialism and unable to

his ideas with the

before

me

was

an

irrefutable and invincible.

argu¬
Al¬

though in the full bloom of youth
and under this lowly roof, out of
charitable condescension, here was a
poor wretch whose death could teach
my proud soul a great truth, whose
life of unswerving faith, despite
many weaknesses and many sins,
could

teach my cynicism a
Me thought

whole¬

lesson.

I saw
‘dimly, as through a glass/ the kind¬
ly hand of Providence in this pitiful
enactment; that what appeared at
first as a cruel fate might, after all,
be the merciful purging of a sinful
some

soul

reward for its constant and

as a

invariable faith; and as 1 beheld the
last terrible agonies of this man—

deserted,
doubts

tion

student while present

in the death chamber:

ment

October
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stricken,

and

sneers

‘Materialism’
tial than

a

became

decayed —
deserted
less

my
me.

substan¬

dream, my truant mind

turned from the

pathway of its
dangerous Philosophy, my soul had
felt the guiding staff of truth, but,
oh, how gentle was the Hand that
was

turned

me

back.”

recon¬

Eternal Truth.

Among other interesting articles might

impress is the need of
faith.
An old, diseased man who has
been a complete failure in life and whom
materialism has chosen for her own, is

be mentioned “The Poems of Cardinal

cile

The idea it aims to

shown

on

his death-bed.

sion has been the

His

ruling pas¬
“flowing bowl” with

Newman,” in the Mountaineer; “Greater
Love than This,” in The Redwood; “A
Man of Mystery,” in the Davidson Col¬
lege Magazine, and “A Rural Romance,”
in Clark

College Monthly.
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“Cartoonist

j

College Spokesman is

“The Cornerstone of Beaven Hall.”

nate

open

surely
ven

to

It

was a great day for Bishop Bea¬
have the honor to bless and lay the

bear his

long to
notables

of the

dormitory that is to
a day
be remembered with so many
present to assist in the religious

cornerstone

name.

It must have been

rites, with speeches and dinner, and,
above all, with its deeper signification—
the sign of progress.
Ring out! ring out! old tower bell,
And Alma Mater’s triumphs tell
To those who love her name so well,

Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
Glancing through the Boston College
Stylus the first things worthy of mention
which strikes our eye are the editorials.
No wonder they are so good since the
writer bears the

same

name

worthy Editor-in-Chief.
that if four other
fell

Yet

articles

the lot of this

as

our

we

in

own

believe

addition

worthy little
Editor of ours, as in the case of his name¬
sake last month, our bulletin board would
be filled with posters in red ink frantically
demanding contributions. There is one
thing our Editor does believe in and that
is democracy.
The poem, “Twilight
Calm,” and the story, “The French Doll,”
are well written.
We think the Stylus
to

same

this month is excellent and desire to

gratulate in particular “our editor’s

con¬

name¬

sake.”
The Villa Marian is

tractive little book.

an at¬
claim to

widespread recognition is its contents.
The Niagara Index and The Dial are
both interesting and deserve mention for
their clever sorting of material.

a

The Red and White

The

in

good story.
was

fortu¬

very

in

having an Alumnus present at the
raising of the United State battleship
Maine who

was

able to record it

in¬

so

terestingly.
We have found
table

a

this month in

new

arrival

The Mills

Magazine which contains
dramatization of “A Prize
And

now we come

to

on

our

College

an excellent
Package.”

those two master¬

pieces of College Journalism, The Belvederian and The Mungret Annual.
For
attractiveness, literary taste and general
excellence they are unsurpassed. And it
is to foreigners, moreover, that we are
compelled to tender this tribute. Both
Irishmen of the good old type and ting¬
ling with that high grade of thorough
scholarship characteristic of the Ould
We may well copy from them and
our hands across the sea for pre¬
cedences which we Americans do not
Sod.

stretch

possess.

their

It is folly to endeavor to choose

best.

Wherever

we

turn, every¬

thing is best.
Their contribution is
greatly appreciated and their arrival is
looked forward to with great pleasure.

Things worth repeating:
The sweetest songs

remain still to be

sung;
The finest thoughts are

unexpressed by

tongue ;
The greatest pictures wait for artist's

certainly

Its best

Crank”

versus

the Holy Cross Purple
subject is changed and we simply
must satisfy our
curiosity concerning
we

the
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And

brush,
grandest music wants its hearers'
hush;
The world grows old;
Bach day God’s

gifts unfold.

—The Blue and White.
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Consolation to

kind advertisers:

our

The constant

drip of water

Wears away

the hardest stone;
of Towser

And the constant gnaw

Masticates the
And the constant

toughest bone;
cooing lover

Carries off the blushing

Lis,

And the constant advertiser
Is the

one

that gets

the bis.

—The Rambler.
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The Journal, gratefully acknowl¬
edges the receipt of the following: The
Vassar Miscellany, The Dickinsonion,
The Notre Dame Scholastic, The Catho¬
lic Home Annual, The St. Vincent Col¬
lege Journal, Old Penn, The Earlhamite,
The Mt. St. Joseph’s Collegian, The Uni¬
versity of Virginia Magasine, The
Niagara Rainbow, The Exponent, The
Georgian, The Wisconsin Alumni Maga¬
sine, The Georgetown Law Journal, Uni¬
versity of Ottawa Review, The Southern
Collegian, The University of North Caro¬
lina Magasine and The Springhillian.
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By Rev. R. P.

management, which the author has shown

Garrold, S.J., Benziger Bros., Publishers. $1.35 net.
As usual, Father Garrold has given

in the story. The style is markedly Dick-

The Black Brotherhood.

ensonian in its quiet humor and lively
narrative and can be read by all, but
especially by those who once were boys,

sprightly, entertaining story of Engemphasis on Eng- with the greatest pleasure and profit,
lisli. The eternal boy shines through the
veneer of English conventionalities, and
7 hy Kingdom Come. Address The Ohio
shines with unmistakable light, but it is a
Apostolate, 0914 Woodland Ave.,
boy hardly to be appreciated by young
S. E., Cleveland, O.
America. Percy Wynne might have conA booklet of 65 pages, by Father
sidered their pranks dreadful, but it
Kress, seems admirably adapted for makwould he difficult to imagine either Tom
ing converts and strengthening our own
or
Tom
Playfair
that other
of American Catholics. Every priest feels the need,
fiction, looking with anything but mild at times, of the printed page that will
surprise upon “Oh-I-dessay” boys or relieve him of the wearisome necessity
“You-know-jolly-well-you beastly - cad” of confuting Protestant objections in de¬
sort of chaps.
As in some of his other tail, by going to the root of all controbooks, Father Garrold seems to be point- versies and demonstrating the divine
ing the moral rather at the trainers of guidance of our official teacher, the
youth than at the boy to be interested. Church. This booklet aims to demonThere seem to be too many exacting
strate the Catholic rule of faith and, at
mammas and aunties and sister Susies to
the same time, to remove the objections
hold an ordinary American lad enthralled,
that hinder most Protestant from acceptBut certainly these elders can profit by
ing the Church. It will be helpful also
the experience of boys and their misto Catholics. To enable the priest, even

us a

lisli school life—with
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the poorest

mission, to give out this
freely, we offer it, when purchased
from us directly, with the cash accom¬
panying the order, at $5.00 per 100 copies
on

book

—which is
of

a

bare trifle above the cost

production.
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of Socialists”

so

effective

are

found in

these lectures, which are admirable both
in tone and contents.

Newest Edition of the
C.

Wildermann

N.

Y.

Features

Holy Bible by The
Co., Barclay St.,

of this edition:
New and
By Rev. William Kress.
Apostolate, Cleveland,
uncommonly clear type, more copious
Ohio.
Copy, 10 cents.
commentary notes, more numerous illus¬
The Rev. William Kress presents five
trations, with twice as many colored maps
lectures on Socialism under the general
as can be found in other editions.
The
title, “The Red Peril.” The lecture head¬ paper is strong and opaque. The print¬
ings are: Economic Aspect of Socialism, ing and binding are done in that thorough
Zoar—A Study in Socialism, Socialism
Wildermann style which has made this
Attacks Religion, Socialism Invades the
house famous for producing the finest
Home, Christianity’s Remedy for So¬
prayer books in the English language.
ciety’s Ills. As may be seen from their Not the least
good feature about the
titles these lectures are so grouped that
book is the price.
This puts the work
they give the reader a satisfied sense of within the reach of the humblest
home,
having seen a good refutation of Social¬
and that, too, while preserving beauty
ism in a booklet of only fifty-six pages.
and durability.
The Wildermann Bible
The first lecture shows the absurdity of
has the imprimatur of Cardinal Farley.
Socialism from an economic point of
Styles and prices: From a good sub¬
view, the second proves the impractica¬
stantial cloth binding at $1.00 up to the
bility of Socialism when given a fair
trial, the third and fourth exhibit two finest Rutland roan leather binding,
leather lined, divinity circuit, silk sewed,
real and pressing dangers of Socialism,
the fifth gives the only solution possible
printed on best Oxford India • paper,
which sells for $0.50 ; postage 25c. extra ;
for the ills of society. The same quali¬
ties which made the author’s “Questions
thumb index 50c. extra.
The Red Peril.
The

Ohio
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Ehr iE&tlnr’B matter Hnx.
Sttforntatunt, Cjtorftunta, Utruia, Hmupirta, IBiirkbats.
N. B.—Our “Letter Box” is

a

timorous

ex¬

periment.

We intend it for our own im¬
It is open
provement and your convenience.
to any letters of an impersonal nature with
which you may favor us, and will remain in
existence as long as there is a letter to print.
Through this department, we ask you to
criticise or compliment us; ask questions or
state your views on any subject pertaining to
Georgetown and the publication, which means
pertaining to yourself.
You, brother student, what do you think
things are run in the College
Journal? Any thing wrong?
What do you
think is the solution?
What did you think
of the last Journal?
What, if in it, would
make it appeal more to you?
Write and tell
us all about it.
And you, brother Alumnus,
don’t you ever get lonesome for a little chat
of the way

with us?

Your letters would be

welcome.

Please let

Here

us

more

a

Matter of Four

Short Years.

Dear Editor

:—

The October issue of The Journal

lies upon
my desk in its original form, notwithstand¬
ing the fact that it has been thoroughly
digested, and I write to tell you I am much
pleased with it. Your “S. O. S.” editorial is
timely, and if it secures the response it de¬
serves from the student body,
your wireless
installation will prove a precautionary rather
than a necessary measure for a safe voyage
through the literary sea. The Journal should
be

a

medium for closer unison between the

various
as

departments of the University, as well
the Alumni.
Your mailing list

among

should include each member

body,

of

the

student

well as every name which appears in
the Alumni directory. Why not address each
of these individuals, informing him of his
as

with the instructors.

from

Select

month who is

pation, and
submit

an

the
a

Alumni

one

man

each

leader in his particular occu¬

honor him by inviting

him

to

article for The Journal upon some

subject which is interesting to him for the
edification and encouragement of the younger
generation.
The Journal well deserves its
success, and should have a much larger cir¬
culation.
Here’s wishing the Editorial Staff
“Bon Voyage.”
I am,
Very truly yours,
J. A. G„ M. ’06.

than

hear from you.
THE EDITOR.

College Spirit Is Not

duty towards The Journal, and enclose a
blank upon which he may indicate his desire
to be added to the subscription list?
Why
not appoint an Associate Editor to visit each
department regularly, and report items of
local interest, class elections and interviews

Dear

J. A. G.:—
are
deeply grateful for your good
wishes and lively interest.
Your suggestions
as to the Alumni and Departments have been
already followed. The last, too, seems very
practical, and with spirit like yours behind it
should be responsible for some valuable con¬
We

tributions.

Again,

a

thousand thanks,
THE EDITOR.

At Sea
Dear Editor

Now

that

on

Board R. M. S. “Baltic.”

:—

the

good ship “Baltic” has mer¬
from the cruel, corkscrew¬
like contortions that she indulged in while
passing the Banks of Newfoundland, I think
I may safely attempt to record some few
events and impressions of the voyage.
You will doubtless recall very vividly your
own departure from N. Y., Mr. Editor, on the
occasion of your recent ramble through Italy,
and I presume, the scene on every Trans¬

cifully

desisted

atlantic liner is

much the

same.

There

was
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the usual

hurry and bustle of passengers and
visitors, the last messages, the handshaking,
the occasional tear, and the other forms of
leave-taking, more or less expressive, as the
case
might bee.
Precisely at 12, noon, the
captain’s hand was raised, and to the accompaniment of a perfect din of whistles, salutes
and shrieks from passing craft, our enormous
liner, a veritable hotel afloat, turned her nose
towards the open sea and began her unbroken
journey from the new world to the old. The
waving handkerchiefs soon became mere flut¬
tering specks of white against the darker
background of the docks; soon it became im¬
possible to distinguish one particular speck

mid-night and hear the cracking and hissing at
the aerial of the wireless telegraph. Standing
there in the stillness of the night, one is
strangely moved by the sound. Land is a
thousand miles away; there is not a ship in
sight; nothing can be seen above, but stars
and blue sky; below stretches the heaving
ocean; behind is silence and darkness, save
for the swirling, milk-white track of the pro¬
pellers; to the front, nothing but a flickering
pathway of silvery light from the waning
moon,
and yet, with each hiss and every
crackle there at the mast-head, we are busily
talking with other human beings miles and
miles away in the blackness beyond the hor¬

from another.

izon.

Land out of

sight, both tourists and homegoers turn to what is a most distinctive feat¬
ure
of a long ocean-trip, the inspection of
their fellow passengers.
The distinctly English

atmosphere is at once
noticeable, both in passengers and crew. The
major portion of the first-class are English
returning home. The high-pitched voices, the
sliding tones, and the peculiar rising inflection,
at once

catch

hears them

an

for

American

ear.

the first time,

To

one

who

a

sus¬

comes

picion of affectation in the more pronounced
a suspicion, however, which is usually
dispelled upon closer acquaintance.
The
pleasure-seeker whose only occupation seems
to be in killing time, the business man on his
hith trip, the journalist on his 60th trip, and
the returning globe-trotter from Ceylon, all
form a delightfully cosmopolitan and instruct¬
ive assemblage.
Good-fellowship and geniality seem to be
the ordinary by-product of these sea voyages,
and it is rarely, indeed, that one meets an
example of bad taste.
Though we are now in the middle of the
Atlantic, and shall nqt reach Queenstown
until Friday A. M., and Liverpool, Saturday
A. M., you must not imagine that we are out
of touch with the doings of men and nations.
The conviction that we are not entirely iso¬
lated on the deep, comes home to a man with
something like a feeling of consolation, should
he chance to stroll along the hurricane deck at
cases,

I

sending you, under separate cover, a
of “The Ocean Times” together
with my fondest regards to Georgetown and
yourself. In return, Mr. Editor, I hope that
you will not forget to send an occasional
copy of your esteemed “Journal” to
Your well-wisher,
am

sample

copy

VIATOR, EX. Ts. (E. A. W. S. J.)
Dear Editor

:—

In the last issue there
to

which

article

I

took

was

exception.

but

Socialism which struck

feature

one

There

was

an

boy¬
ishly violent and sweeping. I realize that in
two pages a subject was treated which should
demand

smack

on

volumes.
the

But

me

as

the views seemed to

schoolroom strangely
for the Georgetown Journal.
Socialism to
him seems identified with anarchy.
That it
may be (as with eevry other radical move), a
stepping-stone to anarchy, I admit; but as
yet, it is an almost untried system, with pos¬
sibly a sane phase or two. You should have
substantiated with good proofs your assertion
grammar

that Socialism advocates free love.
You

point out Karl Marx as the founder of
The system, new or old, had no

the system.
founder.
It
fortunes

has

which

its
befell

roots

in the

the

human

first
race.

mis¬

It

favor the cause, I
be proven entirely

simply think that it may
false by a more scrupu¬
lously, careful choice of sane arguments.
Give the devil his due!

E. S.
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9ip 0 Mjn Jht Okurgrtmim AtljlrttrsE
As the present

football season has al¬
ready fairly well drawn to a close, and
we look over the roll of players, there is
one who stands out
pre-eminent not only
among the warriors who wear the Blue
and Gray, but also among all the foot¬
ball men in the South at the present time.
Captain Jack Hegarty as a football
captain and leader of the gridiron heroes
this season has been a big success; and
there is not the slightest question that it
is mainly due to his efforts that the Blue
and Gray have been able to make the ex¬
ceptional record that they have. True it
is that this season’s captain is wont Uj
wend his footsteps off in solitude to think
about a coming football battle, but also
is it far more true that the peerless
leader is always the man at the helm to
direct his

men

and to lead them.

been the

keep his machine work¬
ing well together and to straighten out
the many difficulties that arise in a sea¬

lize at the

same

time that

to

son.

Has

Captain Hegarty been successful? To
answer this question we only have
to look
back at the record of the team and

man

rea¬

Hegarty has

Photo

As

by Buck.

player Captain Hegarty is of the
highest caliber. Self sacrifice at every
a
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his every act
the welfare of his team.
turn marks

season

and

when it is for
Early in the
Hegarty realized that the Blue

Gray eleven

would be

short

of

tackles, and consequently gave up his old
position at end, which he had held down
for the past two seasons, and moved into
the line only to make a better showing
than

before.

In

Hegarty George¬
town has a representative captain, a man
qualified to lead and at the same time to
play, a gentleman on the field as well as
off, a popular captain among his players
and a respected student in his University,
a man whom any institution in the coun¬
try could be well proud to boast of hav¬
On
ing enrolled among its alumi.
Thanksgiving afternoon Captain Hegarty
will play his last game of collegiate foot¬
ball as he has played his four years and
will graduate from the Dental Depart¬
ment of Georgetown in June.
ever

“The
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Blue

and

Gray Star Halfback’’
together with all his several other
titles are names that by no means do the
famous football hero justice.
In every
true Georgetown man’s heart there is a
soft place for Harry, and well does he
taken

deserve it.

As star of his team from the

time he first entered

Georgetown, hero
year’s track meet, as being the
man
to land the meet for Georgetown,
and above all, the man who twice in him¬
self defeated the University of Virginia,
he will pass from Georgetown, but his
of last

name

will

never

Costello has

die at that Institution.

won

for himself the honor

and the

just title of being one of the
greatest athletes that has ever been en¬
rolled at Georgetown, and, indeed, ranks
high in the estimation of the best football
critics in the East as being a choice for a
position on the all-American eleven.

Many of

remember when he was at
Georgetown
College Prep. School and played on its
splendid teams. We now find the sturdy
little half-back and capable leader of the
baseball team playing a very important
part in University athletics, at a time
once

time

when,
athletics

“Nine Point

Buck.

Harry,” “Twinkling Toe,”

us

member of the

even

above

times,

other

her

credit to the

University
Heights. James Furey, half-back
on the ’Varsity football team for the past
three seasons, catcher on the baseball team
for the past two seasons and captain for
the coming campaign, a member of last
season’s Blue and Gray stellar quintet,
is without the slightest doubt one of the
most noted athletes that have represented
on

Photo by

a

are

a

the

the Blue and

“The Pride of Georgetown,” “Silk Hat

close followers of Blue and

Gray in past

The
Gray foot¬

Harry,” “A Bigger Man Than Taft,”

ball will remember that

was a very

years.

“Tug”
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important factor in holding the Soldiers
scoreless last
as

his

season

on

the latter's field

running with the ball and forming

of interference

for the other back-field

men

will

long be remembered by those

who

saw

that famous battle.

On the diamond Furey is probably one
of the best and most consistent receivers

Photo

that have

suit

advance

the

ball.

Photo
on

the West

End

field, while all the slab artists who
have worked against him are well aware
of his ability with the willow.
“Jim"
Furey will indeed for many years, long
after he has passed from holding an
active place in athletics at Georgetown,
be an inspiration for those who come
after, a guiding light to those who are

working to represent their University as
a gentlemen’s University should be rep¬
resented.

James S. Dunn, ’Varsity half-back for
the ideal
only the
weight and the knack of hitting the line
for substantial gains but also the speed
and dodging ability to circle the ends for
long runs whenever he is called upon to

the past two years, represents
back-field man, possessing not

by Buck.

ever worn a
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For

a

man

of

his

by Buck.

weight Jim is remarkably fast, and
undoubtedly one of the most valuable
men on Georgetown’s gridiron squad, as
his powerful physique permits of his be¬
ing worked more often than the ordinary
player, and the more often Dunn is
worked so much nearer the opponent’s
goal line is the ball certain to rest.

is

GEORGETOWN
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SumtlmU.
Well past

the halfway mark and with
point remaining to be accom¬
plished to make this year's football sea¬
son at Georgetown University one of the
most successful that the Blue and Gray
have ever had on the gridiron, this year’s
eleven will pass into football history as
one of the greatest teams that have been
but

seen

one

south of the Mason and Dixon Line.

With

the

odds

strongly in favor of
Georgetown the latter will enter the game
with the University of Virginia with vic¬
tory easily within their grasp and it will
be contrary to the most expert football
opinion if the Blue and Gray are not suc¬
cessful against their rivals from the
neighboring State. The game with the
University of Virginia is, without doubt,
one of the most important factors in this
year’s or any other year’s schedule, and
a
victory or defeat in this battle means
more towards making the season a suc¬
cess or

failure than the combination of all

the other
town

factors.

Every true George¬

heart is centered

on

the outcome of

the game that is scheduled
teenth of this month.

for the six¬

With the hundreds of alumni that have
returned to

with

see

the

Virginia

the thousands of

game

and

that

are

others

unable to

journey to the ’Varsity field to
personally witness the struggle, but who
anxiously await the earliest reports, the
new men may gain some slight idea of
what the game with the warriors from
Charlottesville means to their University.
Every other event that happens during the

Georgetown naturally turns at this sea¬
son of the year to the game with the
University of Virginia.
Although it has been reported that the
University of Virginia will be represented
this season by a weaker team than it has
been in years, it is hardly the writer's
opinion that the Orange and Blue will
go down to defeat without one of the
most stubborn fights that have ever been
seen on the gridiron on the Hilltop.
Vir¬
ginia and Georgetown are both different
teams on the day they meet one another
each year than they are when they line
up against any other eleven in the coun¬
try.
Trained up to their finest possible
point and without a single stone left un¬
turned towards placing them in their best
possible condition, both teams wage this
battle not alone to decide the supremacy
between the two old rival institutions, but
also the South Atlantic championship on
the

gridiron.
Nothing has been omitted by the foot¬
ball management this season in doing
everything possible to make this one of
the biggest Virginia games that has ever
been played since the two teams have
been rivals

on

the chalk-lined field. New

stands have been erected which will

ena¬

ble

Georgetown to accommodate approx¬
imately four thousand people more than

it did last season, and a

new

entrance has

been made to the field, which as it has

fall is dated from the time of the game

already proven itself at the Carlisle game,
is capable of doing away with all the con¬
gestion that has caused the football man¬

with

agement so much trouble in past years.

the

Orange and Blue Institution,
thought of every man from

and the every

With these

new

improvements completed
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and the entire north end
northwest

corner
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well
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with stands,
boast of having one of
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the

largest, as well as the best equipped,
athletic fields in the south.

HaakrtlmU.
At

meeting of the executive board
during the first part of this month, Roy
Waldron was appointed captain of bas¬
ketball for the coming season. Waldron’s
appointment was received with much
favor among the student body and the
election proved to be a popular one
among the players.
That Waldron will
be a capable leader for the court artists
is certain, for he is a player of the high¬
est ability and has all the qualifications
that are essential to a good leader.
a

This

played

year’s

basketball

captain has
University

the Georgetown

on

basketball team for the past three years
one of the best for¬

well for the team's success
“Jim” Collifiower and Professor
Joyce have been engaged to look after
It augurs

that

the

basketball

men

this

season.

Colli¬

fiower is to take
of the
attend

men

to

the

charge of the coaching
Joyce will
conditioning of the squad.

while Professor

Manager Madigan, of the basketball
practically completed his sched¬
ule for this season, and when it is an¬
nounced shortly it is expected to be one
of the best that has ever been arranged
for a basketball quintet at Georgetown.
Practically all the biggest teams in the
North, as well as those in the South, will
team, has

and is conceded to be

be

wards in the South Atlantic section.

will, in all probability, be about twenty
games scheduled to be played at home,
but when the list of games is finally an¬
nounced, it will be found that many of
the smaller colleges in this section who
were given dates last season, will not be
seen again this winter, as the larger in¬

The call for candidates for the basket¬
issued on Monday, Novem¬
good squad of men attended
initial workout.
The prospects for

ball team
ber
the
one

was

4, and

a

of the fastest basketball teams in the

country are very bright this season, and

seen

in action

on

the local floor. There

it is very

stitutions in the North have been sub¬

will regain

stituted to take their

probable that the Blue and Gray
its own in the king of indoor
sports, and the times will return when
the local quintet will triumph over Co¬
lumbia and the other big goal tossing ag¬
gregations of the country.

places.

All the games that are to be played at
home this season will be held at the Ar¬
cade

Skating Rink, 14th street and Park

road.

Qlrark
Owing to parental objection, Ed. Chapwho was elected captain of track
for the coming season when the track
letter men met early in the season, was
man,

forced to resign. The resignation of Mr.
Chapman as track captain does not at
all mean that the fast quarter miler will
be forced to remain out of track work

GEORGETOWN

COLLEGE

for the

coming season, as the only ob¬
jection that his parents had against his
being captain was that assuming the re¬
sponsibility of leading the men and look¬
ing after all the other points that fall to
the captain of a track team might ser¬
iously interfere with the captain-elect’s
studies

at

the law school.

Immediately after Chapman handed in
resignation as track captain, Manager

his

Darr, of the track team, called the letter
men

of last

year’s squad together again

and “Bob” Eller
to

rule

over

was

chosen

as

the

man

the affairs of the Blue and

Gray speed artists for the coming season.
In “Bob” Eller Georgetown should have
a track captain that will forward the in¬
terest of the spiked shoe sport to the
greatest possible extent. Eller is not only
a runner of the highest caliber, as indeed
it is generally conceded to him that he
is the best man at the sprints and hurdles
in collegiate circles today, but also pos¬
sesses

all the characteristics that

sential to

are

es*

good leader. “Bob” will do
all in his power this season, and with the
material on hand for track it is very proba
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able that the Blue and

higher position
East this

among

season

Gray will gain a
the colleges in the

than it did

time of Wefers and

even

in the

Duffy.

James Mulligan, a member of one of
relay teams that has ever represented the Hilltop University, has been
secured to coach the speed artists of
Georgetown University for the coming
season, and his selection as coach should
be one of the most important factors in
turning out one of the best track teams
that has ever worn the Blue and Gray.
That Mulligan is one of the best men
that could have possibly been secured to
take charge of the track men is a selfevident fact as he is not only well versed
in the game, as we have above mentioned
that he is one of the fastest quarter milers
(that ever ran for Georgetown, but also the
the fastest

esteem

in which lie holds his

own

Uni¬

versity will ever assure his greatest pains¬
taking in making the Blue and Gray
track team

a

fit to represent

well trained outfit that is

Georgetown.
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directly, to the other 39 entries, which

in tennis from
complete suc¬
of the game
there has been decided improvement in
the fulfilment of the hopes of the George¬
town Tennis Association.
The playing
space has been already enlarged from

doubles there are
played.
The results of the singles tournament
are as follows: In the
preliminary round

three

Hertel defeated Morrison 10:8, 6:4. W.

The

present

season

every standpoint has been a
cess
and in every branch

of

to

five courts, and all the details

puts him in the challenge round to play
Mr. N. McLean, the present University

champion.
nine

more

In

the

matches to be

McNulty d. Reynolds 9:7, 2 :6, 6:2. Shan¬
d. Farrell 6:1, 3:6, 6:4. O’Boyle d.
Cook 6:3, 6 :1.
P. McNulty d. Byrnes
succumb to the more modern American
6:1, 6:0. Hutton d. Kelley 6:3, 6:2. Mc¬
Guire d. Cronin 1:6, 6:2, 7:5. McCalla
game of tennis and the brick handball
d.
alley had to make way for a temporary
Phillips 6:3, 12:10. In the first round
East and West court.
Eldridge d. Poland 6:4, 6:2. O’Dailey
This year also the tennis insignia made
d. Dunn 10:8, 1:6, 6:2. Amy d. Butler
6 :4, 6 :2.
its first appearance on the person of Mr.
Lamorelle d. Keresey 4:6, 6:3,
Paul McQuillen, who had such a success¬
6:3.
McNally d. Gaynor by default.
ful season last year as manager.
His Graham d. Morris 9:7, 6:2. McNulty
advice and personal aid, together with
d. Hertel 6:1, 6:4. O’Boyle d. Shannon
that of several others, who have kindly
6:1, 6:2.
Hutton d. P. McNulty 7:5,
offered their services, go a great way
6:4.
McGuire d. McCalla 7:5, 8:6. Mc¬
towards helping the present manage¬
Quillen d. C. Duffy 6 :4, 6 :2. Marum d.
ment bring about what success has so far
Repetti 6:1, 6:2. Devlin d. Curry 6:1,
been achieved.
6:0.
G. Duffy d. Nixon 6:2, 6:1. Plamondon d. Dalv 7 :5, 3 :6, 6 :1. Simpson
The tournament has fnade great pro¬
d. Walsh 6:3, 6:3. In the second round
gress, and as we go to press we fiml that
Eldridge won bv default. Amy d. La¬
Captain Edmund O’Boyle has proven morelle 6:4, 6:1. Graham d. McNally
himself superior, either directly or in¬
6:2, 6:1. O’Boyle d. McNulty 6:3, 6:3.
and preparation have
brought well nigh to perfection.
The good old game of handball had to
management

been

non

GEORGETOWN
McGuire d. Hutton G :3, 2 :6, 6 :4.

COLLEGE

Mc-

G. Duffy d.

Quillen d. Marum 6 :2, 7 :5.

Devlin 7 :5, 4:6, G :4, and Simpson won

by default from Plamondon.
In the
third round Amy d. Eldridge 6:1, 6:3.
O’Boyle d. Graham 6 :3, 4 :G, 6 :0. Mc-

JOURNAL

Simpson 6 :3, 7 :9, 7 :5. In the semi¬
O’Boyle cl. Amy G :3, 6:4, and G.
Duffy d. McQuillen G :2, 7 :5, and in the
three out of five sets in the finals O’Boyle
won in straight sets, 7 :5, G :2 and G :3.

d.

finals

L. R. Graham,

Manage?' of Tennis.

G. Duffy

Quillen d. McGuire G :3, 6 :3.

•Natirr.
Be it from this date known that the
Executive Committee will enforce Article

3, of the Rules governing the wearing of
a

“G.”
FOOTBALL DEPARTMENT.

To obtain a “G” in
shall have played in
cent,

football, a player
at least fifty per
of total halves played, or at least

in one-half of
Executive

a

championship

Committee

game.

The

shall

also, in this
case, determine which shall be classed as
“Championship Game.”
NOTE.—Virginia game has been de¬
cided upon by the Executive Committee
of the Athletic Association as being the
championship game for the season of
1912.
EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE,

GEORGETOWN ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.

J.

H.
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LANGAN, President.
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Blue and

Gray Eleven Administers Farmers’

First

Defeat

On

Home

Gridiron

In

Eight Years—Score 48-0.

could be

have

decided

advantage in
they by far
outclassed their opponents in generalship and
knowledge of inside football.
The teamwork and the spirit of play by the
Georgetown football squad was beyond the
expectations of even the closest followers of
the Capital City team.
At all stages of the
game teamwork was the all-important factor
in the game. The individual efforts of the lads
every

seen

to

a

department of the

from the Tarheel

State

game, as

were

unable to with¬

stand the concentrated attack of the

By Coach GREEN, of A. and M.
Georgetown

University

has

the

best talent that I have ever seen
in the South during my connection
with the game.
Every football man
must

recognize

superior team
clearly demon¬

a

when it has been
strated as
it
has
afternoon.

been

here

this

George¬

eleven.

town

Gain Almost At Will.

Interference of the highest caliber and the
smashing up of plays rendered the Raleigh
team
practically helpless, and enabled the
Georgetown eleven to forestall the attack of
their opponents and gain ground almost at
will.

By EDDIE BENNIS, of Georgetown.
Our team played good football
this afternoon, but they must still
show a 50 per cent improvement

before

they meet the Indians next
week.
While our boys ran away
from
the
Tarheels,
the
Carlisle
eleven will be a different proposi¬
tion, and I expect to

see

one

of the
of

hardest
fought football games
the year, Saturday, October 26;

The
to

a

while

style of football used by both teams was
bordering on the old style,

great extent

the

on

The

Under ideal weather

conditions, the George¬
University football team completely
swamped the Agricultural and Mechanical
College of North Carolina, in what can easily
be termed a walk-away for the Washing¬
tonians.
The score was 48 to o.
From the start of

the game

the final out¬
for the Blue and
Gray eleven from the heights of Georgetown

come

was

never

in doubt,

resorted

to

forward

Farmers Out Of Series.

Georgetown Field.

town

Southerners

work when they found it impossible to
gain through the Blue and Gray line. Al¬
though the play of both teams was fierce at
points, still there was a noticeable mark of
good sportsmanship which reigned supreme
during the entire contest.
pass

result

of the

game between George¬
Agricultural and Mechanical
College of North Carolina has a very import¬
ant bearing in deciding the premier honors
among the colleges south of the Mason and
Dixon line.
In past years there has always
been the keenest rivalry between A. and M.
and Washingtonians, and the close followers
of the sport will recall the fierce battle that
resulted in a 0-0 tie in 1910.
The defeat of
A. and M. on the latter’s field practically
town

and

the

GEORGETOWN

COLLEGE

puts the boys from the Tarheel State out of
the running for this year, and makes George¬
town a decided favorite for the South Atlan¬

(Erirlus

W

lEU'imt.

tic

collegiate championship once again. The
defeat at the hands of Georgetown is the first
time the Farmers have been beaten

on

Hratnt Hut ^till
Uirturimta.

their

Criss

gridiron in eight years.
Although it is practically impossible to pick
star from the Blue and Gray cohorts in

own

a

this contest
eleven

his

long spectacular

and

made

back field

was

run

almost irresistible.

L.

Rheinschild

Moriarity

...

Phillip

E

L.

McHenry

R.

G

....R.

Costello

Yerry

T

R.

E

Q.

B

Dunn

..L.

H.

B....

Murray

..R.

H.

B....

White

....F.

downs—Costello.

(2).

Anthony

B

Touchdowns—Costello

Rheinschild, Fury

battering-ram

of

caved

the

in

Carlisle

have been

won.

Georgetown fought to
stave off defeat as only
Georgetown can. Bat¬
tered

and hammered

in¬

the Blue and Gray pale¬
faces came back in the second half, and with
the score 34 to 3 against them, ripped and tore
their way through the Indians’ defense, time
alone preventing a victory.
It was a gallant
struggle that Georgetown fought in the face
of the inevitable.
Never in the history of
football at the old Hilltop school has a team
shown such form reversal after being crushed
during the early moments of the game.

to

a

crumbling mass,

Cause Of the Defeat.

G
C

Barron

line

under the

Indians, losing by a 34to-20 game that
should

Huitt

T

,L.

Ritch

Hegarty
Donnelly

A. & M.

Pos.

Georgetown.
Derby

of those

fortunate

stone-wall

attack

by

by the Capital City team
The game was George¬
town’s from every point that can be con¬
sidered and was a victory well earned by
the Georgetown University eleven.
Line-up and summary:
was

were

enough to witness it,
Georgetown’s
heralded

several

far up to the standard, and was marked by
fast and accurate charging into the line, while
the interference

in the memory
who

runs.

The work of the entire

and

to

tle that will live forever

times

interference

crossed

death
in the first quarter of a
spectacular football bat¬

during the game was
easily the feature, still the work of Capt.
Hegarty, Costello, Dunn, White, Donnelly,
Rich, Derby and Baron should receive the
greatest applause.
Costello’s circling of his
opponents’ end was probably one of the great¬
est individual features of the contest, while
“Tug” Fury also played up to his usual stand¬
ard and caused the opposing ends the greatest
trouble as the Blue and Gray stocky half back
followed

-

double-passed

the team work of the entire

as

all

at
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(2), Murray, Foley,

Goals

from touch¬

One

sum up the situation in a few
Georgetown lost because her tackles
were boxed in, and her ends ran behind their
own lines.
This left Glenn Warner’s dazzling
criss-cross and double pass plays to be worked
Arcasa generally carried the
successfully.
oval on these plays, with the mighty Thorpe
working as the faker from a lopsided for¬
may

words.

mation.

Georgetown knew the Indians’ style of at¬
tack.

For

ten

days

before the

game,

the

coaches, Bennis and Gargan, have been drill-

GEORGETOWN
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ing the

men on the very same plays that beat
During the intermission the men were
told their mistakes, with the result that in the
second half the Indians only made four first

them.

downs.
looked

as
if Georgetown was going to
early in the game, but an unexpected
fumble by Dunn on the 20-yard line halted
their chances and paved the way for the In¬
dians’ first touchdown. It was Georgetown’s
intention to get the jump on the red men, and
they did, but this play seemed to take the

It

JOURNAL

Thorpe gave a wonderful exhibition of
It seemed impossible fot
open-field work.
Georgetown to stop him early in the game
when, from behind compact interference he
would carry the ball for long gains. Bergie’s
defensive strength was evident all the way.

score

heart out of them.
handlers of the
his

one

failure

Dunn is

pigskin

was

on

one

of the surest

the gridiron, but

fatal.

Rheinschild

It looked like

Like

A

Runaway.

..L.

..L.

.

Barron

..L.

Ritch

.

E

T
G

Hill

Center

....

Bergie

...R. G
Moriarity
Plegarty (Capt.). ...R. T
.

Van

Brocklin.... ...R.

Costello
Looks

Carlisle.

Pos.

Georgetozi.ni.
Derby

•Q.

•

Dunn

.

.L.

E
Welch

B
H

Thorpe

Arcasa
runaway race after this, but,
.R. H
Murray
White
Powell
before, Georgetown outplayed
.F. B
their rivals in the second half when Dunn,
Substitutes—Georgetown : Petritz for Ritch,
White, Murray and Costello all but snatched
Donnelly for Van Brocklin, Bergin for Don¬
victory from defeat. Jim Fury relieved Mur¬
nelly, Fury for Murray.
Carlisle: Welmas
ray during the dying moments of the contest,
for Guyon, Hill for Bergie, Garlow for Hill,
and on the first play recovered a fumble and
Letterneck for Williams, Goesback for Welch,
ran 40 yards for a touchdown with the whole
Wheelock for Arcasa, Guyon for Powell.
Indian team in pursuit.
Touchdowns—Dunn, Fury, Arcasa (3), Pow¬
Costello was the star of this game.
His
ell
(2).
Goals from touchdowns—Thorpe
exhibition of football throughout has never
(4), Costello (2). Field goals—Costello (2).
been equalled on Georgetown field.
Had it
Referee—Mr. Murphy, of Yale. Umpire— Mr.
not been for him, especially during the first
A. Langford, of Trinity.
Plead linesman—
half, Georgetown would have been beaten by
Mr. Land, of Navy. Linesmen— Messrs Hart,
at
least
four
more
touchdowns.
Thorpe
of G. U., and Afraid of a Bear, of Carlisle.
evaded every member of the teams on several
Time of quarters—15 minutes each.
occasions, and with only Costello blocking a
clear path to the goal posts was brought to
(Carnltita trim's mt (Sfiinjrtiumt.
earth on every occasion.
Twice
during the game after Costello
ijiUtaplims Sn Nat Itaur
stopped Thorpe, the Indian, while lying on
the ground, his legs gripped tightly in his op¬
iEaag (Eimr.
ponent’s arms, patted Costello on the head,
showing that he had recognized a skilful
Richmond,
Va.—Georgetown won from
North Carolina here after a fight which de¬
player.
Costello kicked two field goals, both
manded
being squarely over the posts.
ounce
of muscle that the
every
Georgetown played like a different team in
Georgetown team possessed. True, the score
the second half.
The players picked off the
indicates that the game was one-sided, but
even
opposing team’s interference, and the second¬
the most devout follower of George¬
ary defense backed up the line in great shape.
town will not deny that the team did not have
an
Jim Dunn and Dave White were Georgetown’s
easy time.
main strength on the offense.
It was the best
The score was 37 to 10, with Georgetown!
game that Dunn has ever played on George¬
hanging
on to the big end.
town
field.
His
line
smashing was not
equalled by a play^er on either team.
(Continued on page v)
as

has been said
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Makes

The Mode

a

111

feature of

College Men's Wardrobry.

Mode Clothes are distinctive ; Mode Haberdashery
reflects the latest in smart effects; and Mode Hats
are

the

shapes that shine in fashion. ====:

Eleventh and F Streets
Saying the right thing at the right time is
easier than you may believe.
SAVE

DOING SO WILL
TROUBLE.

YOU

A

LOT

Woodward & Lothrop
CLOTHING. HATS
& HABERDASHERY

OF

FOR INSTANCE —WHEN YOU WANT
SHOES THAT FIT YOUR FEET ALL

to

OVER—SNUGLY, COMFORTABLY AND
STYLISHLY, JUST SAY TO ONE OF
OUR CKERKS,

:

:

:

:

THEY KNOW
HOW
THAT’S
WHY
ARE “WALK-OVER" CLERKS.
—

THEY

Let Your Next Pair Be Walk-Overs.

Walk-Over Shoe
929 F St. N.

Also

Shop

complete line of
and Sporting Goods

a

:

“FIT ME TO A PAIR OF ‘WALKOVERS’ ”

Satisfy

the Critical Tastes
of College Men

Pennants

10th, 11 th, F and G Streets

THE TO KALON CCL
1405

W., Washington, D. C.

STREET

F

N. W.

HIGH GRADE

California Wines and Brandies

IF THEY’RE

VISIT

(f)lh

the

RICH’S SHOES
THEY’RE PROPER
1001 F STREET, Cor. 10th
College Shoes Our Specialty

fHnrgatt Hunts v

Under New Management

1218 Wisconsin Avenue=^z
H. T. DOYLE, Proprietor

Bennett’s

“Correct
Dress

Benjamin Clothes

Manhattan Shirts

fUtnt’a GDutftttrra

for Men”

New York Avenue and 14th Street

Emerson Shoes

WASHINGTON, D. C.

“You Can Get It at Andrews’”

STINEMETZ
F St.,

G/G/Gi

CM3

(Enllrgr S’tatuutmj
nf mry iiearriptimt
(Shtr iS’prrtaltg c?3 t#
==

KNOX HATS
c&i&j
Mention Georgetown

R. P. Andrews Paper Co.

All

of

Our

Coal

Anthracite
Bituminous

TWO STORES:

625=629 Louisiana Ave.

—

Something Doing

Only Fuels of Recognized Superiority.

J. Maury

1331F Street

Cor. 12th

Unconditionally Guaranteed.

Dove Company

(Incorporated.)

\ I
vv/ALy

Wholesale

and Retail

PRINCIPAL OFFICE

TWELFTH

AND

Please Patronize Advertisers and mention The

F
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N.
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Printers

Eitgraitera

j^tattnnrra

W. F. Roberts Co. Inc.
1413 New York Ave.

pijotn ^uppltra

HUGH

Atljtettf (Soaim

REILLY

CO.

Paints aui) (glass
1334
“

NEW

YORK

AVENUE

fej<5w

Kotch COLLARS

THE BELMONT STYLE IN FOUR HEIGHTS
GLASGOW 2% In.
BELMONT 2% in.
MEDORA 2Vs In.
CHESTER 2 hi.
2 for 25 cts.
CLUETT, PEABODY & CO., Makers

W. J. MOONEY

I Never Disappoint ”

BYRON

S. ADAMS

Printer anti iatgraurr

REGISTERED PLUMBER
Steam and Hot Water

726 ELEVENTH

512 1 1th Street N. W.

Heating

STREET N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

iE&mnnatnn ^inbtn James T. Clements’ Sons
Jflunmtl 0irrrtnra

anti

1241 Wisconsin Ave.,

Photographs more students than
any studio in Washington :: ::
The

reason

is obvious:

quality and price

Style,

Telephone,

Washington, D. C.
West 804.

CHEESE

BUTTER

just right

are

lEmhalmrr*

D. William

EGGS

Oyster

NEW BUILDING

1407 F

St., Opp. The New Willard

£pmttlmuu*tlr ICntuu'....
JOSEPH A. NAGEL
Manager

36th Street and

Meals

a

la Carte and

Dairy Lunch

Prospect Avenue
Georgetown, D. C.

Family Orders
340-342

a

Specialty

CENTER

MARKET

ASK FOR

PABST BEER
703 N.

Capitol St.

Telephone Lin. 1431

National

City Dairy Company1™^
COMMISSION
BUTTER.

EGGS

MERCHANTS
AND

CHEESE

George J. Mueller
SPECIALTIES

IN

T. T. KEANE CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

HHaiihimjtmi Smuu'ii Hrrf
34 to 51 Centre Market

CONFECTIONERY
9 Wholesale Row

336

Pennsylvania Avenue

Telephone 159.

Please Patronize Advertisers and mention The

Tourna^,
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North Carolina
much

as

was

outweighed perhaps

v

Photographers of Men Who Make History

as

fifteen ponds to the man, but speed

and straight foot ball were relied on to pre¬
the huskies from Washington making an

vent

Harris & Ewing

bigger score. There cannot be too much
praise for Costello, the Georgetown quarter¬
back, who played all over the field, and was
in about every play that was pulled of?.
He
was everywhere, and kicking goals with him
is a mere pastime.
even

Photographers

Georgetown made several costly fumbles, at
least one of which was responsible for Caro¬
lina’s solitary touchdown.
Twice was it
penalized for holding in the line, and several
times for off-side work.
But it was game and
stuck right to the task.
Carolina was twice
penalized for off-side work. Tillett, for North
Carolina, was the particular star for the Tar¬
heels, making distance every time and doing
the kicking for the team.
Georgetown.
Derby
Petritz

Left
..Left

Ritch

...Center

Barron

Moore
...Right Guard..
W. Abern’y
.Right Tackle.
Right End....
Strange
Tillett
..Quarterback
..Left Halfback..
Wakeley
.Right Halfback.
.Johnston
...Fullback
...J Abernethey

Bergen

Tackle

....

Fury
Foley

School of

Stevens

Guard....

..

1824

Civil, Mechanical, Electrical
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
TROY, N. Y.

....

Compliments of

....

W. B. Moses & Sons

....

...

White

Engineering

Established

.

...

Costello

Washington, D. C.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

.Left End

Moriarity

Hegarty

Phone, Main 4703

Carolina.

Pos.
..

1311 F STREET N. W.

F and Eleventh Streets

.

Touchdowns-—Stevens,

Costello (3), White
(2). Goal from placement—Tillett.
Goal
drop kick—Costello. Goals from touchdown
—Costello
(4).
Umpire—Mr. Henderson,
Wesleyan.
Referee—Mr.
Marse,
George
Washington. Linesman—Mr. Clifford. Time
of quarters—15 minutes.

EVERYTHING FOR COMFORT

Furniture, Carpets, Rugs,
Easy Study Chairs, Curtains
& Draperies, Bedding, &c.
MODERATE

AT

ffll. §t.

Harg’0
HUitr

attii

Hlatrlj fur thr
Okay.

PRICES

FRANKLIN & CO.
OPTICIANS <*—#—»—#- 1203 F STREET
We do all

our own lens grinding, hence fill most
Oculists’ prescriptions in a few hours.
KODAKS AND KODAK FILMS

difficult

Maryland Eleven Defeated, 27-0.
In

one-sided game which was poorly
attended, Mt. St. Mary’s football team went
down to defeat at the hands of Georgetown
by a 27 to 0 score. For the first few minutes
of play, the mountaineers held the Blue and
Gray at bay, but after the Hilltoppers settled
down to football, there was never a doubt
concerning the final result of the score.
Mike Thompson’s eleven seemed to be radi¬
cally lacking in the essential of aggressiveness.
The Blue and White line did not charge with
any degree of effectiveness on the offensive,
while on the defensive, the latter was content
to hold Georgetown from making too long a
a

very

'

;

Let us do your
wish to be sure of
to

developing and printing if you
having it done well.—Discounts

students.

CHARLES

H. JAVINS & SONS,

Fish, Poultry and Oyster Dealers

930 C Street Northwest
Center

Market.

WASHINGTON, D.

C.

Telephone 4480.

D. P. COLLINS
Commission Merchant

POULTRY,
and

ALL

213 TENTH

EGGS,

VEAL,

PORK,

GAME,

KINDS of COUNTRY PRODUCE
STREET

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Please Patronize Advertisers and mention The Journal.
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L.

in all probability one
that Georgetown did
not run up a much larger score, as it could
be readily noticed that the local eleven suf¬
was

of the greatest reasons

EVERYTHING IN KODAKERY
Developing, Printing and
Enlarging
9th and F Sts. N. W.

Hot weather

gain.

J. NARAMORE

fered much from the effect of the weather.

524 10th St. N. W.

“Tub”

Flannery, Captain of Mt. St. Mary’s
one time member of the George¬
town University baseball squad, played by far
the best game for the Blue and White. Flan¬
nery, at fullback, was very effective on the de¬
fensive, and the gains that were made against
the Georgetown defense can be mainly attri¬
buted to the work of the capt. of the Moun¬
team, and at

Stetson Hats

Manhattan Shirts

$3.50

$1.50
CORRECT WEAR FOR MEN
J. E. ROSENTHAL
931 F Street

taineers.
It

University Barber Shop
1329 35th St.

Standard

Cricket
Basket Ball
Foot Ball

Athletic

Equipment

There is no quicksand more unstable
than poverty in quality and we avoid
this quicksand by standard quality.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

Catalogue

613

Free

14th St. N. W„

Washington, D. C.

“WRIGHT QUALITY” Stationery
Sold in College Book Store.

E. A. WRIGHT
Engraurr :: Printer :: S>tattnnrr
Manufacturer of Class Pins and Rings
1108 Chestnut St.,

Calling Cards.
Wedding Invitations
and Announcements.

Phone,

Philadelphia
Invitations.
Dance Programs,
Menus, etc.

Main 801.

G.

TAYLOR

WADE

General Commission Merchant
For the sale of all

EARLY FRUITS AND
91 1-913 B St.,

Interest in

strongly

VEGATABLES

Washington, D. C.

Mt. St. Mary’s.
Halligan

Pos.
L. E

Rheinschild

L.

Barron

L.

Ritch

Dowdell

T
G

J. McManus
Rice

Center

Murray

R. G
.R. T
R. E
Q. B
L. H

Costello

R.

Mullaney
Hegarty (capt.)
Derby

..

.

Caiman

Wheattle
McHale
Kelley
L. McManus
Sheridan
Letter

H

Campazzi
F. B...Flannery (capt.)
Substitutions,
Georgetown—Donnelly for
Bergin, Heiskell for Rheinschild. Petritz for
Mullaney, Martin for Derbyr, Van Brocklin
for Martin, Foley for Caiman. Dunn for Mur¬
ray, Van Dyne for Costello, Fury for Cam¬
pazzi.
Mt. St. Mary’s—Sutton for Kelley.
Touchdowns—Murray (2), Costello, Donnelly.
Goals from touchdowns—Costello (3).
Ref¬
eree—Mr. Morse, G. W. U.
Umpire—Mr.
Land, Navy.
Timers—Messrs. Brown and
Moriarity. Time of periods— minutes e ach.

Foreign Missions reacts
<work for

American Catholics

beginning to realize this
principle of Christian Life.
Get in touch with the ACTS of present-day
APOSTLES AMONG heathen peoples.
are

THE FIELD AFAR
Organ of

the new

Catholic Foreign Mission Seminary
Subscription, 50 cents a year. Send in stamps if preferred.
Associate Subscription, One Dollar, Enclose a One Dollar Bill.

THE

summary:

(g. II.

ifarft PmwN

on our

the Church at home,

Read:

impossible to select any star from
the Georgetown lineup in the Mt. St.
Mary’s game, as the latter were so far out¬
classed by the Hilltop eleven that a fair op¬
portunity for the different men to show their
ability could not be obtained. Practically all
the Georgetown men played stellar games,
but were not pushed to their limit at any time
during the entire struggle.
Lineup and
Georgetown.
Bergin

Quality
Tennis
Golf
Base Ball

is

among

FIELD AFAR,

Defeats Washington and Lee
Team

But

In

a

Is

Extended

hard-fought

All

battle

Eleven, 20-0,
the Way.

on

Georgetown

field, Georgetown conquered the Washington
and Lee
much
and

eleven by 20 to o.
than the score

closer

the Blue

and Gray had

The
to

selves to win.

Hawthorne, N. Y.
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In the first

period, the Virginians had the
been
line,
by Van Brocklin, the Washington and Lee
would have scored before Georgetown got

ball

The

HATS
SEE THEM BEFORE YOU PURCHASE

N. H. SHEA
WHOLESALE

collegians.
In the second and third periods the George¬

ripped

the visitors’ line for
big gains. The fourth period saw mostly
substitutions in the Georgetown line, and
Washington and Lee again rooked dangerous,
up

but the final blast of the whistle ended their

hopes.
Miller, the 254-pound guard, the captain of
Washington and Lee, was much in evidence
throughout the game.
Georgetown tried a
few plays through his position, and then gave
it up. His tackling was perfect, and everytime he pounced on a Georgetown runner, the
latter was thrown heavily to the ground.
For Georgetown, Jim Dunn starred.
His
line plunges in the second and third periods
completely upset the equilibrium of the op¬
posing line and counted substantially in the
scoring of two touchdowns. He also broke
up a lot of the visitors’
forward passes.
Washington and Lee triert a dozen forward
passes, but only half of them were successful.
Lineup and summary:
Georgetown.
Pos.
Wash. & Lee.
Van Brocklin

L.

E

Barker

Hegarty (Capt.)
Moriarity

L. T
L. G

Shultz
Dillon

Ritch

Center

Barron

Moore

R. G

Rheinschild

R.

Derby

R. E
Q. B

Caiman

L.

Costello

Murray
Dunn

Substitutes,

•

T

H

R.

H

F.

B

Miller

(brnrrr unit ICtqnnr Dealer
632 Pennsylvania Avenue N. W.
WASHINGTON,

Miles

Francis
Raftery
Terry
Edwards
Peeples

D.

C.

816-817.

Phones, Main

Established 1865.

Incorporated 1910.

GEORGE T. KEEN
Incorporated.

Merchant Tailors

Washington, D. C.

1 31 0 F Street N. W.
OLD

BOOKS

BOUGHT

HauitiirnttUk Sc (£n.
1424 F STREET
Clothiers

Haberdashers

Hatters

Nnrhltnger’a Stores,
Georgetown, D. C.

3107-3109 M St. N. W.
Phone,

West 149.

(bnmje A. (Emuleg
FLORIST

(Capt.)

Georgetown—Bergin for Van
Brocklin, White for Dunn, Costello for Cai¬
man, Donnelly for Derby, Fury for Costello,
Mullaney for Barron, Kelley for Ritch, Campazzi for Murray, Barron for Moriarity, Van
Dyne for Cainpazzi, Heiskell for Rheinschild,
Foley for Caiman. Washington and Lee—
Rothrock for Francis, Neblett for Miles,
Stuart for Neblett, Walton for Miller, Hiatt
for Barker, Donahue for Raftery, Kinsolving
for Terry, Beahring for Peeples, Bone for Ed¬
wards. Touchdowns—Murray, Derby, White.
Goals from touchdowns—Costello (2).
Ref¬
eree
Mr. Gass, Lehigh.
Umpire — Mr.
Thorpe, Columbia.
Head linesman—Bryant
Morse, G. W. U. Time of quarters—12 min¬

1204 WISCONSIN AVE. N. W.
Green-Houses

WASHINGTON,

:

West Livingstone,

D. C.

Va.

RO B IN S O N S
BARBER

621

SHOP

13th STREET N.
BETWEEN

F and

W.

G

E. VOIGT
Manufacturing Jeweler, Engraver
Diamond
725

and

Setter

SEVENTH STREET, N. W.

School and Society Medals of all kinds a Specialty.
Watch and Jewelry Repairing.

SNYDER & KIDD
The

Exclusive

—

utes.

ELSEWHERE

HAT CO.

VIENNA

on

lacked the stamina and endurance of the local

backs

OWN

WE MAKE OUR

410 9th STREET. N, W.

Virginians got the jump

the Hilltop
eleven in the first few minutes of play, but

town

$2 CAP FOR $1

$3 HAT FOR $2

the one-yard line, and had it not
for the fine tackle of Peeples, behind the
on

started.

Vll

Agency
for

They hold their SHAPE

P)

Shoes

and

Hosiery

///

\P¥//ff)

The most

popular shoe

iSHOB

for men

1211 F Street Northwest
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SAKS 8c COMPANY
Pennsylvania Avenue
Seventh Street
We've been catering to Georgetown College men for forty
years—and we shall be glad to number you among the others
Everything for the wardrobe
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Phone Main

REI ZEN STEIN
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HATTERS
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New York
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SCISSORS

AND

2132

and Fourteenth Street

RAZORS

SHARPENED.

Telephone, Main 1085.

McKee
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Supplies
Laboratory and Students’ Supplies

1$!

tgl

THLMAURICD JOYCE I

Surgical Instrument Co.

Invalid and Sick Room

$
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1004 F Street Northwest

tgl

Regular Dinner

|
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Special Dishes to Order
GIVE US A TRIAL

CARRIGAN’S
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M
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IF YOU WANT TO BE DRESSED IN THE LATEST FASHION
AND TO THE TOP NOTCH, GET YOUR CLOTHES FROM

f

I

A. (L

ikilnjH.

ELEVENTH

519

T

STREET N. W.

TAI LOR
FOR

COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR TWENTY YEARS.

MODERATE PRICES.

The Old
and

Georgetown College
TAILOR

Full Dress
Tuxedo Suits
to Hire

I

f
I

SOUTHERN

DENTAL

SUPPLY CO.

W. T.

Ct

(EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDFNT)

Students invited to call and get acquainted
Washinton, D. C.

WILLIAM SCHERER
PHARMACIST
Corner 35th and O Streets N. W.

The Duiin & Martin Co.,
Successors to M. W.

Beveridge.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Pottery, Porcelain, Glass,

Sterling Silver

and Plated Ware

House

Club, College

and

1215 F St. and 1214G St.

If

WEAVER.

WEST.

I010

and

HARNESS

1212 WIS. AVE.

AND 57,

WATCHES

„

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY

DIEGES & CLUST
JEWELERS & SILVERSMITHS
MUNSEY

1325

BUILDING

Pennsylvania Ave. Washington, D. C.

Georgetown Seals, Fobs, Rings, Class Pins,
Medals, Loving Cups, Plaques.
Represented by J. V. MULLIGAN

“GREEN MEADOW MILK”

Furnishing Goods

CATALOGUE SENT ON

Hotel,

B.

HARDWARE and
1208

618 Twelfth Street N. W.

F.

DZALERS IN

you want to
mention it to

APPLICATION

Hospital

Supplies,

The Green Meadow

Washington, D. C.

help the Journal

Dairy Co.
J. W. REED * SONS

Meyer’s Military Shop
1231 Pa. Ave.

330 NEW

JERSEY AVE. N. W.
Lincoln 1 5 2
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Alumni Huntmbb

Insertion of Card and

Subscription for 1912=1913, $3.00.

ARIZONA:

Eugene

S.

Ives,

Attorney-at-Law,

Stmtnry

Tucson,

Arizona.

GEORGIA:
Winfield P.
Ga.

Jones, Attorney-at-Law, Atlanta,

HAWAII:

CALIFORNIA:
Daniel

O’Connell, Attorney-at-Law,
Bldg., San Francisco.

Pacific

R.

W.

Breckons, Attorney-at-Law, Honolulu,

Hawaii.
ILLINOIS:

Charles

Joseph Parks, Attorney-at-Law, 57
Phone Sut¬
Street, San Francisco.

Post

E.

Neal

roe

Power, Attorney-at-Law, Mills Bldg.,

San

Geringer, Attorney-at-Law, 630 West
Street, Chicago.
Telephone Mon¬

12th

ter 514.

J.

J.

Francisco.

446.

Michael L. Igoe,' Attorney-at-Law, 1201-1206
Title &
Trust
Bldg., 100 Washington

Street,
CONNECTICUT:
John

J.

O’Neil, Attorney-at-Law,
Street, Waterbury, Conn.

Dr.

77

Bank

Thos.

COLUMBIA, WASHINGTON:
Walton C. Carroll, Dentist, 825 Vermont
Ave., Opp. the Arlington.
Telephone
Main

Dr. W.

919.

Nelson,

J. Darlington,

Attorney-at-Law,

G

Manager of

Lakin,

KENTUCKY:

Boldrick, Attorney-at-Law, 408-409

Walker Bldg.,

Louisville, Ky.

Browning, Third and Sutton Street,
Maysville, Ky.

410

LOUISIANA:
Thomas

Peyser and Taylor,

705

General

Dr. A. G.

5th Street northwest

Darr,

’96,

Land and Immigration Co.,

Kansas.

Dentist, 15th and L Streets

northwest

Joseph

C.

Lakin

Samuel J.

N. Cogan,

Randolph

KANSAS:

OF

DISTRICT

Telephone

Chicago.

440.

Street

Attorneys-at-Law,

D.

Flynn, Attorney, Hibernia Bank
Bldg., New Orleans, La.

and Trust Co.

northwest

MARYLAND:
Wm.

Henry

Dennis,

lumbian Law

Attorney-at-Law, Co¬
Bldg., 416 5th Street north¬

west

George Moore Brady, Attorney, Suite 1403 Fi¬
delity Bldg., Baltimore, Md.
Isaac

S. George, Attorney and Counsellor-atLaw, 1009-1021 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore,

George E. Hamilton, Attorney-at-Law, Union
Trust Bldg.
J.

Md.

MASSACHUSETTS:

Nota

McGill, Attorney-at-Law
Causes), Washington, D. C.

R. Ross

(Patent

Perry & Son, Attorneys-at-Law, FenD. C.

dall Bldg., Washington,
F.

William

Michael R.
Donovan,
Street, Lynn, Mass.

D. C.

Martell, Attorney and Counsellorat-Law, 1108-1119 Barristers’ Hall, Bos¬

Charles J.

Murphy, Attorney-at-Law, 27 School
Street, Boston.

MINNESOTA:
Daniel

W.

Lawler,

York Life

E. Sullivan, Attorney-at-Law,
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Van

Southern

Attorney-at-Law,
Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Sant,

Attorney-at-Law,

New

Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

FenNEBRASKA:
Mr. Thom?s

Frank

Common

James R.

Roach, Attorney and Counsellorat-Law,
Metzerott Bldg.,
Washington,

dall

S.

ton.

E.

George

128

Quicksall, Attorney-at-Law, 1426

New York Ave. northwest.
Charles

Dr.

712-713

Lynch, Attorney and Counsellor511 City National Bank Bldg.,
Fitzgerald and Lynch, Omaha, Neb.
at-Law,

NEW YORK:
John

OKLAHOMA:

T.

Buckley, Attorney and Counsellorat-Law, 319-321 Arcade Bldg., Utica, N. Y.

J.

A.

Dial, Attorney-at-Law, Childers & Dial,
Block, Muskogee, Okla.

14-15
Englis
Phone 430.

E. F.

Byrne, The Brooklyn Union Gas Com¬
Nevins and Degraw Streets, Brook¬
lyn, N. Y.
pany,

Martin

Conboy, Attorney and Counsellor-at-

Law, 27 Pine Street, New York.
James P. B. Duffy,
German Insurance
Jean F.

P.

des

Attorney-at-Law, 1012
Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Ogden, Attorney and Counsellorat-Law, Patents and Patent Causes, 2
Rector Street, New York.

Lynch Pendergast, President United States
Safe Deposit Co., Main Office 32 Liberty
Street, Branches, 73d Street and Broad¬
way and 125th Street and Eighth Ave.,
New York City.

Henry G. Rask, Real Estate and Securities,
Jamestown, N. Y.
Sefton, Attorney and Counsellor-atLaw, 149 Broadway, New York City.

Oil

6th

Attorney-at-Law,
York.

37

Attorney-at-Law,

New

Bldg., Shenandoah.

Geary, Manufacturer of Machinery,
City.
A. Hirst, Attorney-at-Law, 211 S.
Street, Philadelphia.

Ernest

Laplace, Surgeon, Medico Chirur-

gica College, Philadelphia.
Joseph J. McAleer, Attorney-at-Law, 509-512
West End Trust Bldg., Philadelphia.
William

V.

McGrath, Jr., Real
Street, Philadelphia.

Walnut

Estate, 712

L. Morris, Attorney-at-Law, 404 Hollenback Coal Exchange Bldg., Wilkes-

James

Barre,

Pa.

PORTO RICO:
Dr. Pedro M.

Rivera,

Morovis,

Porto

RHODE ISLAND:
Hon. James H. Higgins, Law Offices,

Rico.

703-4-5

Banigan Bldg., Providence, R. I.

Edwin

Andrew J.
Shipman,
Wall Street, New

Theatre

Daniel J.

206

Herbert G.

J.

O’Hara

Dr.

O’Brien,
Attorney-at-Law,
Broadway, New York.

of

PENNSYLVANIA:
Daniel J. Ferguson,

Nolan, Counsellor-at-Law, 20 Broad

P.

Attorney-at-Law, 1034-1036
Commerce, Portland, Ore.

Moon,

Chamber

Anthony

Street, New York.
John

B.

John

Garennes, Counsellor-at-Law,

63 Wall Street, New York.
John M.

OREGON:

TEXAS:
John J.

Foster, Lawyer, Del Rio, Texas.

UTAH:
Maurice C. Spratt,

Attorney-at-Law, 77 West

Eagle Street, Buffalo,

N.

Y.

Henry Walters, President of Atlantic Coast
Line R. R., Empire Bldg., 74 Broadway,
New York.

Joseph Chez, Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law,
practices in all State and Federal Courts,
Rooms 40-41 First National Bank Bldg.,
Ogden, Utah.
VIRGINIA:
A.

W.

McNair,

Bank

OHIO:
John

Ledyard Lincoln, Geo. B. A., '81. Har.
B., ’84. Attorney-at-Law, First Na¬

LL.

Poland, A. M. and LL. B., '92.
torney-at-Law, Chillicothe, O.

Doctor

A.

geon,

At¬

Citizens’

WASHINGTON:

tional Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, O.
John A.

Attorney-at-Law,

Bldg., Norfolk, Va.
de

Y.

Green,

Physician and Sur¬

Prosser, Washington

State.

Joseph F. Morton, Attorney-at-Law, Lindelle

Block, Spokane, Wash.

NOTE.—It is desired that every St ate should be represented in this Direc¬
tory. Alumni living- in states not rep resented above will greatly favor The

Journal by authorizing the insertion of

their

names,

professions and addresses.

